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The years since 1922, when Miss Gullan presented the first
verse-speaking choir to an audience in Scotland, have seen a steadily
growing interest in this new type of speech activity. Strangely,
however, its development has been greater in Europe than in the United
States and in the western section of our coiantry than in the East.
The following pages attempt to give a clear idea of what choral
speaking is; how the movement has developed and upon what it is based;
how the work is carried on and with what results. Methods of teaching
poetry in the class room have been investigated in an attempt to dis-
cover whether choral speaking can be used by the teacher to inject
new meaning and beauty into the study of poetry, —a study regarded
with indifference or positive antagonism by many students. No apology
need be made for investigating any endeavor which promises to renew
and revivify the whole field of poetry for the boys and girls in our
schools.
Since the ultimate aims of the teacher of literature are the
same irrespective of the age of Ms students, and since the fundamen-
tal principles for the effective use of choral speaking are the same
for all ages, this study is not restricted to any one age group. It
deals with general suggestions which may be adapted to the individual
problems of any instructor. The valuable contribution of choric
speech to the training of an effective speaking voice and the forming
of good speech habits is conceded at the start. Its value in the
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teaching of poetry is the problem which is the chief concern of
this thesis.
In a book published in 1936, Hiarguerite DeWitt wrote that "at
present there is no detailed history or bibliography on choric work."l
The follovdng year, Cecils de Banke included in her book and ex-
cellent list of references. 2 However, this list was not entirely
complete, the chief omission being the magazine articles and papers
which have been published on the subject in recent years. Following
the general bibliography for this thesis, there is to be found a
comprehensive list of available material udiich deals specifically
with choral speaking. It is my sincere hope that others interested
in the work will find this compilation of value.
^ De Witt, Ivlarguerite E., and others. Practical Methods in Choral
Speaking, footnote, p, 2.
^ The Art of Choral Speaking, pp. 211-13,
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II. miAT IS MEANT BY CHORAL VERSE SPEAKING
The expressions, "choral speaking," "ohoric speech," and "verse-
speaking choir," are practically synonymous and are used interchange-
ably in referring to this type of activity, which several writers
have defined in these words;
"Choral speech is an artistic form of expression of a group’s
interpretation of a piece of literature. "A verse choir attempts,
like a musical one, to ’perform’ the poem by the studied unison of
voices. "2 In choral speaking "we are establishing ourselves as
nothing less than interpreters for the poets."® It is "an art form
in the realm of speech."'^
From these definitions it is evident that it is not a modern
revival of the old-fashioned concert recitation for that was merely
the parrot-like repetition of words without stny thought as to inter-
pretation. Neither is it the concerted recitation of "memory gems,"
for in choral speech work the memorization is practically automatic
and thus a pleasant activity instead of a bore. Again, it does not
aim at so-called "elocutionary" effects and artificial chanting which
but obscure the meaning. It has as its basis the fundamentals of




^ Overstreet, H. A., A Guide to Civilized Loafing
, p. 50.
^ de Banke, op. oit., p. 179.
^ Horn, John Louis, "The Speech Chorus; An Exercise in General
Esthetics," The English Journal, H. S. and Col. Ed., XIX (June, 1930),
p. 479.
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correct and effective speaking, '^oice control, sustained and di-
rected breathing, exactness and nicety of enunciation, are requisite.
It is a cooperative activity, a combination of ideas of the members
and conductor. Above all, it is an artistic effort on the part of
a group to interpret poetry together.
Definitions at best are vague; the best realization of what a
speech choir is capable of doing comes from actual observation of
one in action and, better still, participation with a group. One
American writer, after hearing a Sprechchor in Germany, records his
impressions of it: ”It is as if one were reading poetry very
splendidly, indeed, bringing out the rhythm, the general flow, and,
above all things, undertaking to create the mood of what is being
presented.
The follovring chapters will amplify what has been said here
about the essence of choral speaking, and will give a clearer
conception of wdiat is meant by choral verse speaking.
0
^ Gullan, Marjorie, and Percival Gurrey, Poetry Speaking for
Children, Part I, p. 2.
® Ibid., p. 478.
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III. VALUES AND AIMS OF CHORAL SPEAKING
The benefits toward which choral speaking aims, may be considered
xmder three classifications,—social, artistic, and educational. Any
of the three may be the immediate objective but the others will be
realized as by-products.
The verse choir does immeasurable good to the timid person who
loves poetry but is too self-conscious to speak it alone. As one of
a group he loses his timidity and gains a deep satisfaction in speak-
ing the poetry and in joining in a cooperative vray with a group in
an artistic activity.^ He gains confidence by being just one in a
group and this confidence will carry over into other activities.
This is recognized by psychologists who class it with countiy
dancing and community singing as a valuable aid to social adjustment.
2
Dr. Harry Overstreet says;
To join with others in the rendering of a great poetic experience,
as when, with a group one reads: ’I will lift up mine eyes to
the hills whence coraeth ry strength’; or ’I must go down to the
seas again, to the lonely sea and the sky'—this is to feel oneself
swept into a oneness of life that is well worth the having.^
The artistic values are twofold. "liVe cannot join with others
in speaking fine literature without incorporating within ourselves
some of the greatness which belongs to it.'*^ This is a lasting value
^ Gullan, Ivlarjorie, ChoraJ Speaking, p. 1,
2 de Banke, Cecile, The Art of Choral Speaking
, p. 24.
^ A Guide to Civilized Loafing
, p. 51.
4
Gullan, bp. cit«, p. 3.

because even if the individual never speaks poetry again after leav-
ing the choir, he will not forget the artistic experience in which
he has shared.^ Not only is the life of the participant entiched,
but the choir brings to its hearers a new revelation of the beauty
and meaning of the best poeti*y. ”As a method of artistic expression
it contains possibilities of renewing and vivifying the whole art of
poetry.
Educationally, choral speech may have as its objective either
speech training or poetry appreciation. Miss Gullan feels that both
are worth-while ends."^ It provides a pleasant, enjoyable way of
practicing correct speech habits and instilling an "attitude of
respect, loyalty and reverence toward our beautiful English language,"
setting up as an objective an "American speech that is pleasing and
agreeable, rather than harsh or strident, raucous or nasal."® Its
advantage over regular speech classes is that a large nximber may
benefit from the instruction jit the same time thus effecting an
econony of time and effort. In addition, it is something which young
and old enjoy doing.
One of the most heart-warming effects of the work is the
heightened love of poetry which is its result. It comes from keeping
® Ibid., p. 2.




0 Header, Emma Grant, Practical Methods in Choral Speaking, Mar-
guerite De Vfitt and others, p. 114.
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four artistic values in mind when speaking any kind of verse. Miss
Gullan calls these values "the four M’s."^ They are the movement
of the words, the music of the words, the meaning of the words, and
the mood of the words. Approaching poetry via "the four M's" will
give the student an insight into rhythm, rhyme, the poet’s message,
and the poet's mood,—a mastery of which will enrich any one's poetic
background, "There is, in this distinctive technique of oral ex-
pression, a form of activity of unquestioned aid to those who are
anxious to come into closer coincident thinking and feeling with the
literary works whose particular message and mood students wish more
thoroughly to understand,
Miss Carrie Rasmussen, an experienced choral choir conductor,
summarizes the manifold results of the work: "The children prize
the verse which they have shared with one another, and Kdiich they
have seen take on a new life and a new meaning, . , , They are
thrilled with a new understanding and realization that poetry can be
re-created into a living, pulsing thing, fairly running through
their veins, and they ask for more and more."^^
g Gullan, liarjorie, and Percival Gurrey, Poetry Speaking for
Children Part I, p, 5,
Thomas, Charles Swain, Introduction, de Banke, op, cit., p, 12.
De Witt, Ivlarguerite, and others, op, cit., p, 85.
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rv. THE ORAL QUALITIES OF POETRY
Before exajnining the more technical aspects of choral speaking
(such as the histoi*y of the movement and methods used), we shall
briefly consider the essential nature of poetry in order to deter-
mine to what extent it lends itself to oral expression by a group of
speakers. There is little reason for advocating a particular type
of poetry activity if that activity does violence to the spirit of
poetry.
Poetry had its beginning long before the days of printing. In
its earlier forms it was kept alive largely by means of oral tre.ns-
mission from the poet to his hearers. Some of these early poems have
been retained until the present time and are numbered among the
world's truly great poems. Thus poetry was "a matter for the ear
before ever printing made it a matter for the eye,” showing that
"part of the meaning and significance of a poem inheres in its soxmd.
The written or printed words ha-«e come to convey a fairly accurate
idea of meaning j in addition, they are the symbols of sounds. These
symbols, "although originally received by the eye, . . . are handed
over to the ear, are interpreted by the auditory sense, and take
their final lodgeriient, not at all as conceptions of sight, but as
conceptions of hearing. This transfer of a sight impression into
an auditory impression must accompany the silent reading of poetry
or else part of the meaning and most of the emotional appeal will be
Nichols, Wallace B., The Speaking of Poetry, p, vii,
2
Lanier, Sidney, The Science of English Verse, p,_22.
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9lost. If the poet has written Skillfully, the "sense of his words
will build up an intellectual harmony, and the sound of them will
build up an instrumental harmony,"^ both of which are essential to a
real grasp of the poem.
So\md of words will have a meaning of its own in poetry, not
to be given in any other way and the meaning that is ordinarily
conveyed in the sound of words will prove capable of a subtle
expansive reverberation, which seems to detach itself from the
sound and go siimmoning images and feelings from remote regions
of the mind to come and share its life.^
Unfortunately, most people are eye-minded when it comes to poetry;
they get the meaning of the words but lose entirely the meaning in-
herent in the sound of the words, thus losing much of the poet's
artistry as well. "There are, of course, experts who can read
silently and yet hear all the tones and overtones of poetic compo-
sition, just as Beethoven could read the score of a symphony and
hear in his mind every instrximent in the orchestra, but these people
are exceptional. There is a difference in language that is heard
and that which is imagined or thought. Both convey a thought but
language heard has the added advantage of being able to appeal
directly to the emotions, through its sensuous quality of sound, aside
from its thought content.® "Poetry is a verbal legerdemain in which
2 Abercrombie, Lascelles, The Theory of Poetry, p. 111.
^ P* 117.
^ de Banke, Cecils, The Art of Choral Speaking
, p. 25,
0 Chilton, Eleanor Carroll, and Herbert Agar, The Garment of
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the ear is quicker than the eye. The poem on the printed page is
only half alive when it is not sounded; it needs all the oral
rj
values, every shade of music, every nuance of vowel and consonant.”
“Mental hearing is never quite as good as actual hearing: the sound
of poetry is always more impressive and expressive when it is actually
sounding than when it is imaginary.**®
Music and poetry are the tv/o arts of sound. Both make use of
rhythm, tune, and tone color. Their difference, stated scientifi-
cally, is the difference in the scale of tones used in music and
that used by the human voice. The scale used by the human voice is
far more flexible and complete than that used in the art of music,
therefore is capable of greater expression.® Just as a musical
score is a lifeless, inarticulate thing to all but the expert who
transfers the black notes into mental music, *’a poem is not truly a
poem until it is voiced by an accomplished reader; ”^^it *'does not
exist until it is read aloud, any more than music exists until it is
played. **^^
Dr. Overstreet comments on the fact that the enjoyment of poetry
is rare; he feels that perhaps it is because most people do not know
7 Untermeyer, Louis, and Carter Davidson, Poetry; Its Apprecia-
tion and Enjoyment, pp. 488-89.
g
Abercrombie, op. cit., p, 153.
® Infra, Chapter V, ’’The Voice a Musical Insti*\iment . *’
Corson, Hiram, T^ Voice and Spiritual Education, p. 30.
Chilton and Agar, op. cit., p, 3.
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how to read poetry together. "It can be done," he says, "and in ways
that add greatly to the beauty and power of what is read. "12 Choral
speaking offers an opportunity not only of reading poetry aloud but
of sharing this experience with others. This revival of interest
in the choral reading of poetry is evidence that many people are be-
ginning to realize that poetry is meant to be spoken; that it, like
music, must be sounded in order to get the maximum pleasure from it.^^
12 A Guide to Civilized Loafing, p. 49.
Mills, Alice W.
,
Practical Ifethods in Choral Speaking
,
Mar-
guerite De Witt and others, p. 67.
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V. THE VOICE A MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
A brief discussion of the manner in which the human voice
functions will make the following chapters of more interest. If we
think of a verse choir as an orchestra, poetry would correspond to
the music and the voices would be the instruments.
The human voice is in reality a musical instrument of the wood-
wind class. The vocal chords are the thin reeds whose vibrations
cause the sotind, and the mouth and throat are the tube through which
the varying volume of air passes. An orchestral wood-wind instrument
derives its tone color from the size and shape of the tube; vocal
tone color is produced by changing the size and shape of the mouth
in speaking the vowels and consonants. "For all purposes of verse,
words are unquestionably musical sounds produced by a reed-instrument
—the human voice.
The himan voice as a musical instrument is more versatile than
any man-made instrument. Any one instrvunent in an orchestra has its
own peculiar tone personality and each variation in pitch retains
this individual tone-color. For example, a violin and piano retain
their characteristic tone-color even though sotmding exactly the same
note. The human voice is capable of producing a large variety of
tone-colors simply by changing the shape of the mouth and throat in
^ Lanier, Sidney, The Science of English Verse, p. 49.
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speaking the vowels and consonants which make up words. Printed
words are but the notation indicating the tone-colors of the human
p
speaking voice,—a notation which music lacks.
The speaking voice is superior to the singing voice as a
medium of expression, foj; Tidiile the average \mtrained singer has a
range of from one to one and a quarter octaves, the speaking voice
has a span of about three octaves.^ Another advantage which the
speaking voice has over the singing voice in expressing the complexi-
ties and delicacies of poetry is a greater variety of pitch. The
semitone is the smallest interval used by the singing voice, but




Proficiency in the use of the voice comes as the result of
training and practice the same as proficiency in any other musical
instrixment. The speaker who attempts to give artistic vocal ex-
pression to a poem without proper training, even though he has made
its message his own, is like a musician who knows his piece very well
but whose instrument is out of tune.^
Some people feel that an individual will read well if he enters
into the spirit of the poem and then reads naturally. This would be
^ P*




5 Corson, Hiram, ^e Voice and Spiritual Education, p. 10.
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like telling a "clumsy, stiff-jointed clodhopper" that he will
dance well if he enters into the spirit of the dance and then does
it naturally. "The more he might enter into the spirit of the dance,
the more he might emphasize his stiff-jointedness and his clod-
hopperishness."^ If entering into the spirit of a poem and feeling
its music personally insures an artistic oral reading of it, then
the poets themselves would be the most proficient of interpreters,
especially of their own verse, but some of the most musical of the
poets were very poor readers. De Quincey said that Coleridge "had
neither voice, nor management of voice"; Byron read in a sing-song;
Poe is said to have been an uninteresting and monotonous reader.
These men undoubtedly were sensitive to the melody in the verses
they wrote but they lacked the necessary vocal training to give
adequate oral expression. "A poet’s organs of speech are as likely
to be rigid and uhmanageable as those of a boor, and in such case,
no degree of imagination and feeling will render them flexible
without special culture."*^
Training must be based on the natural speaking habits, but the
natural voice "needs added range, flexibility and power if it is to
be able to convey the infinite varieties and subtleties which are
inherent in fine poetry. "8 This does not mean that we must
... assume an ecclesiastical mode of delivery or a mournful
and dirge-like voice, and it certainly does not require a melt-
ing tone of honied sweetness. But to read poetry well . . .
^ £8i^, pp. 14-15.
7 Corson, Hiram, An Essay on the Study of Literature and on Vocal
Culture
, pp. 33-35.
® Gullan, Marjorie, The Speech Choir, p. 11.
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n-Hd tdi "io ^oib^&Tr Ino oXdBrdt/* £Ds ao*fU3ni edi
,
3Tad&'iqTad£ti lo dccaloilo^q iaoci arid 6ri blixv eovleanierid 3daoq urid
k
lo Ifloisui: dfcom ©rid lo encxoB dwv tociorv nvro liorii lo *>{rXjBiosqae
l);^ri" a^binoIoO d/B;ir biua v,M)r iu<5’ e<I .a*5©Jb«dT *xooq oi'-nr odooq
I^noa-^ruf li trl beo-r hot^G lo da©flro;ijjni.icr noa ,oclov aoriyiact
.loLaoi m;o ’. c-tcViitp fims ^,jfid8i{>*iodnJuiw ruj naari ovh." od biflB el ooi
3 t>at 3v ©rid al YboIe>?t arid cd -rrldlaaea ©•jovf Y^bodriwobno nan oayril'
©via oj snlnlctd ytceaoooxi orid Jbr©£o©I \'9ffd dc^ri ©do'iif \:o!lf
Ylo:£iX 6fi ©T.A f(oo©qu lo r.xus^'io a’deoq A" .nolcroaqp-.o Xiiao odunpoba
,obo-' lioue rtl L;ui ,'ioorf £ lo oeorid SiB oIrijJo*,a('r8xriw b"xj l /'ii*x ori od
©loix; II jrarid lobnoa Xliw aniXsal Jjiu3 rToid©ni^v»' lo ©o*x;?©b on
Y»t
.©ickMuo Xaloucfg di/oridjNr
erid dnCf ^edlrixscl gni:I©©qs X^andjan arid ao beajid ori daon ^nlrtlouT
od al dl Ic 'jowoq JbJin »9Sn®a b:*i>b© ebson” &Ci(v iMax/dsn
oa8 riolxlw .joldoXidoa fnn© aaideliflv ©dini’ini. ©rid
dBun w Sivld XIJ80C1 don aecb aiiXl ecil cii dii3a©r(rvl
Xulixatronc b ao YaovIXob lo Hboin IjeolderxaeXooe njs mut m . . .
-dXem a o'iix'ooa dox: R^cb v,Xni.ijdaoo dl brjs *©oxqv o>i :X-o;jaxi* bxi«
. . .
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necessitates the complete expression of the full meaning of the
thought and emotion presented to us "by the words—an expression,
that is to say, not only of the thought, but also of the power
or the delicacy, the vivacity or the tranquility, the gaiety or
the solemnity, demanded by the poem«^
This expression of the thought and emotion demanded by the poem
is based on the ftindamentals of good speech. These are (l) how to
breathe and control the breath; (2) accuracy of pronunciation of
vowels and consonants; (3) resonance; (4) flexibility, volume, range
of tone. A working knowledge of the techniques of speech plus the
speaker's own "love and appreciation," and "the satisfaction and
the joy of voicing, will enable him to communicate these values to
his audience."^®
9 Gullan, Itorgery, and Percival Gurrey, Poetry Speaking for
Children, Part I, pp. 1-2.
10 Keppie, Elizabeth, The Teaching of Choric Speech, p. 13
) .
eif.t I*-’ I/u't arit) ?o rrofac^nqxo o^^a^qaroo ericf eacfjBC+xeeeoen
trtoi38fcV{xa ns—at»*row aric^ \d si/ badnetoiq^ rwJt&OdO hrj» ^ri^/jorii-
‘i^vrr.*-- Hiij Zo o« ffl J-/jd‘ e-rid” 'io *>!jXno :fx>a ,vj8e ajt ;ljbd<i
Tto Vv-zoi^i-j orij oxlJ io viv rrfj- ,\^oi\oiX©h oili ^o
^»w*»oq oii.^
B.'X>q Ofi;* ^cf frcxt'oflif. /)rii» lo ixoJ's?.oiqx9 sLiT
o.t TTorf (X) d'tjj ,droeqB boo', “io alnctr.wi^bitw^ aac' basaff ax
lo lo (S) ;dctf;a*;d orfo*- Xo^cltnoc bns ftriJaa-rd
,
jo._/Xov (>,i ;
-'iorraacveoi (d) i a.+xc/uroarioo tl^/vnir
oilc? atfXq 'io aaupXrtricsJ- ©r(.+ Jo r-' X-'a/woirt .gaiiiiow A .exio.; lo
ban ac t;trH\'AtdJ!S odi'" taA " .xioidjexootqqjB baa ovol*’ «wo s'leoLaotio
o& couLsv oaarid adacixjj>nr?>oo 3ti>1 alcXano iIX»< .^Jiloitrr lo yPC
.aojisaiJboje aid
-ixi'Saoafc -^td^yo i .YeiiuO XBi-ir.-<aH bae ^tmlLuO ^
• S-i •:: ,I iia‘r ^iiaioXiilO
,:i
.q ,i:r;.eoq^ oiao;[Q lo ;yTlffo. r-.T viT .ddedesiX.'i »9iqq©:i OX
VI. HISTORY OF CHORAL SPEAKING
A study of the early beginnings of poetry reveals the interest-
ing fact that it was a coranxinal activity rather than the work of one
person. Concerning the beginnings of poetiy, Francis B. Guiranere
says
:
Poetry, like music, is social; like its main factor, rhythm, it
is the outcome of communal consent, a faculte d* ensemble ; and
this should be writ large over every treatise on poetry, in
order to draw the mind of the reader from that warped and baffling
habit which looks upon all poetiy as a solitary performance. . • •
•**i.laking music*’ means in the primitive world performing, not
listening, ’ a statement which applies as well to poetry.^
Not only was primitive poetry a communal thing but it was composed
for oral use and was kept alive by its oral communication. It was
often inspired by an emotion or need felt by the whole tribe, and
thus became a communal expression. The five most frequent uses of a
choral ritual were:^
1. To praise, propitiate, or supplicate the deity, the earliest
recorded of which are the penitential psalms of the Chaldeans, the
mantras of the Vedas, and a large ninnber of the Hebrew psalms. A
present-day survival is to be found in the litany of the Episcopal
Church.
2. To incite warriors to valorous warfare, a survival of which
is to be found among primitive people in South Africa and the Pacific
Archipelagoes, and among the American Indians.
^ The Beginnings of Poetry
,
p. 101.
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3. To celetrate victory in battle, an excellent example of
which is the Song of Deborah.^ Another Hebrew song which grew out
of the common emotion of triumph was the song which the maidens sang
when David returned from the slaughter of the Philistines.^
4. To taunt the vanquished, a similar survival of which is
found among the Indian braves of the Southwest who taunt, not the
vanquished in battle, but the bachelors of the tribe.
5. To lament the dead, of which perhaps the most perfect ex-
ample is David’s profound lament for Saul and Jonathon.®
One infers with great probability that death, and the resulting
expression of communal grief in choral song and dance, had much
more to do vfith earliest forms of poeti*y than even the erotic
impulse, . . . The importance of the love-lyric, now overwhelming,
and mainly an individual outburst, yields in primitive life to
the importance of the choral vocero over a dead clansman.®
In Syria today is to be found an interesting survival of the lament
over the dead for the rites and songs of mourning performed by the
women over their dead are startlingly similar to the ones seen and
heard by Jeremiah centuries ago.*^
® Judges 5,
^
i Samuel 18; 6-7.
^ 2 Samuel 1:19-27.
g Gummere, op. cit., pp. 238-39.
Ibid., p. 226,
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The Gregorian Chant or Plain Song is a link in the chain
connecting primitive forms of communal speaking with the modern
revival of choric speech. One effect of the blending of many voices
in speaking is the "prolongation of the continuative tone, which,
under the influence of mass emotion and strongly accentuated rhythm,
Q
develops into something apJ>roximating to chsuit or recitative." This
effect was responsible for the chant which is so closely associated
with the Christian church. The chant as heard in the church is not
choral speaking, however, although they are related.
The beauty and distinction of the Greek drama at its best was
the chorus,—a chorus not kept in the background and kept an incidental
part of the development, but a very important part of the play. It
was important enough to have two-thirds of the space in the theater
for its action, and was supported by wealthy men as their tax to the
state. ^ The earlier dramas were made up largely of reciting choruses;
soloists were added later but the chorus retained an important place.
Aeschylus, in "The Suppliants," had a chorus of fifty maidens as the
chief actor. "Some portions of the play called for their speaking
in unison, some portions called for part speaking, and some for an-
tiphonal speaking. This chorus speaking gives us the source of
modern choral verse speaking."^®
® de Banke, op. pit.
,
p. 18.
^ Fogerty, Flsie, The Speaking of English Verse
, pp. 98-99,
Keppie, Elizabeth, The Teaching of Choric Speech, pp. 9-10.
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n'l^bom tidi dd’xw 3JTjbiaeqa Iwcufr'Swoa 'w itra'xoH avid-inxiiq 3axS-:>;»«xrc»o
eor/-v '{aar ^nilDiteXi oiii lo c^^>9*A0 dffr' .rioo^qa oiiorio *io lavxvo'x
,
CciJw tOtxorf ovxcfawrtcxi'oo lo •x6i'^»53jr£cIoiq’* :>iU ei ;icJb{x»i>qa al
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Evidences of the communal spirit of poetry during medieval
times are shov/n in the singing and dancing of the ballad. Minstrels,
troubadours, and minnesingers traveled from place to place improvising
their vigorous songs to fit the occasion and audience. The refrains
were recited by the whole group and were often accompanied with a
rhythmic bodily response.
The poets from earliest times have been writing verse intended
for group rendition. This fact encourages the belief that for the
centuries "when choral speaking, as an art, was lost to all but
primitive, rustic, and monastic commxmities, there was a continuous,
even if xinconscious, attempt to restore it to the supreme position
it held in the cultural life of ancient Greece. "H Further con-
tributing to this belief is the fact that the poets have been largely
responsible for its modern revival.
Soon after the beginning of the twentieth century, V/illiam
Butler Yeats and Vachel Lindsay experimented in an endeavor to find
a suitable musical setting for the reading of poetry, iiilr. Yeats
solved the problem for himself by using an instrument— "half-psaltery,
half- lyre "—that contained nearly all of the intervals of the speak-
ing voice. He felt this accompaniment approached the beauty of the
speaking voice attained by the ancients. Mr. Lindsay's solution was
the adoption of a sustained chant-tone in the reading of his verse.
About this same time "A. E." had a musician write a musical score
recording as nearly as possible all the intonations of the voice. ^2
IT de Banke, op. cit.
,
p. 20.
12 Ibid., pp. 20-21

These attempts by the poets to utilize the beauties of the speaking
voice were the initial step which led to the conscious attempt to
produce a lovely voice quality with a group of speakers.
The first public demonstration by a group speaking poetry took
place at the Glasgow Musical Festival, Scotland, in 19E2. The
group was directed by Miss Ivlarjorie Gullan.^^ John Masefield was so
well impressed with the possibilities of the work that he coined the
name, "verse- speaking choir. The same year he founded the Oxford
Recitations which is a contest for adults speaking verse and is
devoted to speech education and poetry speaking. Miss Gullan
continued her work and founded choirs in Scotland, Ireland, and
finally in England, where the London Verse Speaking Choir was
organized in 1925.^® The same year also saw the publishing of the
first book about choral speaking. Spoken Poetry in the School
,
written
by Miss Gullan who remains an authority in the field.
Gordon Bottomley, "the greatest living authority on choral
speaking, gave impetus to the movement by writing dramas in which
a speaking chorus had a leading role and was not merely the commentator.
His experiments with a group of speakers in a drama began as early
as 1906; then in 1933, "on the occasion of the octo-centenary of
the building of Exeter Cathedral, The Acts of Saint Peter, ... a





16 Gullan, Miarjorie, The Speech Choir, quoting Good Speech,
17 de Banke, op, cit., p. 21.
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modern Saint play with a band of speaking choristers, was performed
before the rood screen in the nave of the great church.”^® The
American poet, T. S, Eliot, used the same device in The Rock and
iihirder in the Cathedral*
The choral speaking movement, as initiated by Miss Gullan and
sponsored by contemporary poets, spread rapidly to other parts of
Europe, until fifteen years after its launching, it was estimated
that there was "scarcely a community of any importance in the world
where experimentation in choral speaking is not being given enthu-
siastic support.
It seems strange that the United States was so slow to begin
experimentation. Apparently the V/est had an earlier awakening to
the values of choric speech than the East.^^ Early experimentation
centered chiefly in colleges where choirs were voider the direction
of either the English professor or public speaking teacher. Among
these pioneer attempts were those at the Iowa State University, Mount
Holyoke College, Pennsylvania Women's College, and Vfellesley College.
Since 1933 the interest has become more general and it is estimated
that "every state now has at least one college where experimental





20 De Witt, Ivlarguerite, and others. Practical Methods in Choral
Speaking
, p . 8
p 1
Log, pit, (see p. 11 for names of people connected with move-
ment in this country and the schools with which they are connected.)
22 de Banke, op. cit., p. 23.
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DwrolT'Ki h.Aii ^ri-is,inliod'6 yaiiet^qa bnad a rfi^iv/ /yJq nto
oriT .rfoMirio *l<;> al ns»&iaa bcoi wrfi ^lolrad
hn 'locH ni eeivob A'jBt. an'cf- basw ,+ciI ,v+oTv^ ufox'ifirJV
ftii) ujeriL.0 -^g/V. TjJ sa td'.i*»n3vc'rn gr^iiAcaa- Xanorfo sri*!
“io aixiq is*rf.^o od- y/Li jn bssnqa ^z&fioq \^*xvi.oq<CArhtc£> \(d bo'toBacqz
/ .^.•l5!dev> j;if4r d’i ' 8cJ;i *r«d'5A '’rduu
,
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al;j-fKf OS’ wola cp 9j«%' tejia'J ^iL- sprfj o;^ajt;'xdc mooR ,+T
od ^aXra^isyfja %€>xX’ioo r.*j baif jgeW orfd^ \Idf'
-IaJOcA .raoi ^A.drtejiii-qx©
flciSg«ri «Qii'ioqxa odJ isa^^.d rfcooqj. oiaoiio ':o u-wuLuv ©rfd
fTcxJ’npTH' ofid 'i*)6-:i; oiow ftiofio ‘jt .•4'?r 3?p,c II( n r.l \^£'iaxAO bo'’.::*S;.o».
^utowi. .TonosaJ- ^inraTA^qa oiXc'u'^ *so no*i»o‘l:c’:q /f'-J I.-jcS a/fs •: '»d-(S. Ic
v^ni/o'.^ od^A4^«'‘* jBW>i at(d ra oec/fd O’lf-w sdqwfkddK 'r«^^oitoic
\jt>i 3 e' X_'&K bxTja .o*>oEXo^ aVit^xnoV/ AiriirvXvpffna\ <>5fp\'Xo4
bedaiidg© r.i di bo© Icio r*?'. o'row *i/aonec' gijii jgo-;o. 5^91 ovjii^
r.Ad'r-'Tj'TSKpcO 8 'fUi'v.- \7 i*ifC'0 800- dc tX»I J ft lUJ: W . (I 8dflds Y* ’*'*^*' d 4*^d
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( . bodfr >.(£ci»'>t5 6>'iA yorts rt*>xrfT/ rfdfw aXuodoe ^rid bnxi y^daOcio sJLc^x rtX dii'«t
.cS: «q ,.dXo ^rri ^oao-gfi .oi> ?
In 1898 Sidney Lanier observed the beginning of an art of
spoken recitation which endeavored to keep in mind the speech-times
of the speaking voice. He believed that it was *’an art in its in-
fancy, which we may observe actually rising among us at the present
day; and that it is destined to noble and beautiful extensions in
the future. If he could hear a modern, well-trained verse choir
interpreting the meaning and mood of a poem by using the lovely
tunes of the speaking voice, he would realize that his words written
in 1898 were indeed prophetic.
23 Lanier, Sidney, The Science of English Verse, p. 262
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VII. THE liElffiERS OF A VERSE-SPEAKING CHOIR
Who are eligible for membership in a verse-speaking choir? "Any
group of people who sincerely care for good poetry and who, believing
that the bulk of good poetry was meant to be spoken and not to lie
forever between the covers of books, are willing and eager to try to
equip themselves to speak it.”l The qualifications are, then, a
love for poetry and a desire to learn to speak it effectively. If,
in addition to these basic requirements, the members are acquainted
with poetry and have had some training in good speech habits, the
work T^ill progress more rapidly. Those who have no present contact
with poetry must be reintroduced to it. Where the work is used with
students who are studying poetry, material may be selected which has
been studied in class. If the members have had speech training,
the techniques need only to be improved and applied to poetry speak-
ing. VJhere there has been no previous training, a period of one
and a half hours may be divided thus: twenty minutes in speech
technique, twenty minutes of poetry discussion, and the rest of the
time in practical drill in choral speaking.
^
There is no arbitrary rule fixing the number of voices to use
in a choir. Miss de Banke finds fifteen to be the most advantageous
number, with the maximum about fifty. ^ The University of Berlin has
over tv/o hmidred voices in its choir but it also works with a smaller
1 Gullan, Marjorie, The Speech Choir
, p. 10.
2 Gullan, I^rjorie, Choral Speaking
, pp. 7-8.
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one of fifteen. Miss Swann feels that from fifteen to twenty-four
makes the best choir, with twelve to thirty ’’possible, sometimes
useful, and more often inevitable.”'^ Miss Gullan agrees that the
ideal choir should have not fewer than ten members, with eighteen
to twenty the best number.® Large groups must be careful to work
for "flowing neatness and intensity" rather than "tons of volvune’.’
The latter tends to degenerate into noise rather than tone. Voices
do not pile up mathematically: ten voices are not ten times louder
than one voice.® The group must strive for synchronization of
initial attack and identical vowel and consonant sounds.
A large group may be broken up into smaller units to work in-
dependently of each other either on the same poem or on different
ones. This method of working is recommended as a cure for a "stale"
choir. These smaller units, if sufficiently experienced, may
perform certain types of poetry more appropriate for a small group
than a large. This type of work corresponds to "chamber music" if
we think of the larger group as an orchestra.®
Just as in the singing choir there are the high, low, and medium
voices, the verse choir will have among its members those whose
speaking voices cover the range from high to low. This voice timbre








7 Swann, op. cit.
, p. 72.
® Ibid., p. 16.
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is the quality that gives to the voice what we might call its
personality. These voice personalities must be recognized in
arranging the members of a choir for effective work. In children,
the differences will naturally not be as distinct as in a group of
adolescents or adults. A choir of children can best be divided into
light voices and medium or dark voices, or boys’ voices against
girls’. An older group may contain all men or all women but these
may be divided into high, medium, and low. In a mixed group, the
men’s voices will show a variation and so will the women’s. Since
the men’s voices will be heavier than the women’s, it is best to
have twice as many women as men in a well-balanced group. ^ The
singing voice gives some indication of the pitch of the speaking
voice. It should not be the only guide, however. A better indi-
cation is to listen to the individual say a phrase which has a rise
and fall of pitch in it, and from this judge the quality of the voice.
The ideal choir has a blend of voices rather than a distinct
difference in qualities. This makes for unison yet permits a
variation or "up-and-downishness" in each individual voice in the
group. Voices are grouped according to pitch, but "there should be
much deviation in each voice from these average pitches. It is






Kaucher, Dorothy, Practical Methods in Choral Speaking, Mar-
guerite E. De V/itt and others, pp. 146-47.
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this variation plus vinison which gives the verse-speaking choir
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VIII. THE DIRECTOR OF A VERSE CHOIR
The direction of a group interested in the oral interpretation
of poetry must not be lightly undertaken. Certain qualifications
are important if the work is to be an educational and artistic
success.
The director must, first of all, have a thorough knowledge of
poetry,—its forms, its history, and its literary values. Without
these he cannot direct the choir members in cultivating a discrimin-
ating taste for the best, nor can he lead the way to a thorough
understanding of the poet’s meaning and mood. In addition to this
knowledge he must himself have a deep and abiding love for that which
he is endeavoring to vitalize for the group.
He must also have a knowledge of speech training and an ”ear
for poetic sound pattern,"^ so that he can help the group to appreci-
ate the musical values of spoken verse. "For this purpose, he mpst
have flexibility, range and melody of tone, and must know how to
bring out the values of the actual words without overstressing. "2
However, the leader must ever keep in mind that his fimction is
to suggest and inspire but never must he allow himself to degenerate
into a model to be follov/ed arbitrarily. Choral speaking is a
cooperative activity by a group not a number of people endeavoring
to speak poetry just as the director does.
^ Gullan, Ife-rjorie, Choral Speaking
,
p. 5.
p Gullan, iilarjorie. Spoken Poetiy in the Schools, p. 61.
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The conductor will find it necessary, especially during practice
on new material, to use some method of keeping the individual voices
together and to indicate variations in tempo and inflection, for
choral speaking ”is not 'a lot of people speaking at once* but an
entity as controlled and unified and harmonized as is a choir of
singers. "3 For public performances, some leaders prefer to direct;
others train their choirs to perform with no director in front of
them* All agree that the leader should be inconspicuous if seen at
all, as his gestures add nothing at all to the hearers’ apprecia-
tion but are merely for the benefit of the choir.
Whether he chooses to direct public performances or not, he
will need a system which is graceful, easily understood, and simple
for bringing about unity in the choir. There is no standard method
of conducting. Mss de Banke suggests that **when strictly metric
verse is being spoken the time beats used by the musical conductor
will be the most advantageous,” and cautions the director to "beat
only the speaking accent in rhythmic poetry; (^o^ any attempt to
impose the structural beat on the choir would be fatal. Mss
Swann suggests that the leader may either shov/ the tempo, pause and
beat, or these in addition to variety in pitch and inflection. Move
the right hand in half a circle from left to right and from right to
left horizontally to show the line change; that is, from left to
right for the first line, and from right to left for the second line.
Swann, Mona, ^ Approach to Choral Speech , p. 20.
^ The Art of Choral Speaking, p. 163.
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The shoulder muscles should be used in doing this. Show "pulse-beat"
by a slight retraction or repression at the wrist. Pitch and in-
Ilection may be indicated by moving the hand up or down from the
horizontal position. The left hand may be used to show additional
pauses, stress, and in marking the entrance of other voices. All
motions must be kept simple and free from rigidity.^
"Poetry, as heaven, has many mansions, and in each is a most
individual householder, whose crochets have to be humored if com-
plete accord between him and his guests is to be established and
maintained, and verse-speakers, in some sort, are a poet’s guests."®
It is the choir director’s privilege to introduce the guests to
their hosts and to see that the visits are mutually helpful and
agreeable.
5 Swann, op. oit., pp. 22-24.
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IX. MATERIAL SUITABLE FOR USE BY A CHOIR
Material to be used in choral speaking must be chosen carefully
and with definite requisites in mind. The best kind for beginning
work, and one type which is always appropriate, is that which has a
traditional basis. In this c^ass would come ballads with refrains;
choruses from the Greek dramas; Old Testsunent passages which have
responses; many of the Psalms. Other forms which may be used are
those poems which have appeal and response, question and answer,
dialogue, and those in which each stanza is a unit building up toward
a cumulative effect. The point of view of the poem should be general
and communal rather than personal and introspective.^
. .
.
personal thought and emotion cannot be expressed by a
group; only poetry and prose that voices thought and feeling
that is universal, racial and national, or the expression of
some class or type—indeed that speaks for *us’ rather than for
’Me’ or ’you’~comes within the bounds of suitability.^
This does not mean, however, that any material using the first
person singular pronoun is inappropriate for group rendition. In
many places in the Psalms, if not in all, the ’^I” is a communal ex-
pression of a closely united, emotional people rather than that of an
individual. The Greek chorus as well as the leader used "I”«^ The
poetry of Walt Whitman is another example of the universal ego. The
same is true in the whole field of poetry. It is the spirit of the
^ Gullan, Marjorie, Choral Speaking
, pp. 13-14.
2 Swann, Mona, ^ Approach to Choral Speech, p. 13.
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Gummere, Francis B., The Beginnings of Poetry
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p. 186.
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poem and not the poet's choice of pronouns that must indicate its
appropriateness for group recitation.
Material for choral speaking should be selected for certain
values such as melody, rhythm, prevailing emotion, contrasted moods
or pictures, or climax and anticlimax. The following suggested
poems will illustrate what is meant by these values: melody— ’’Spring"
by Nash; rhythm— "Tarantella" by Hilaire Belloc; prevailing emotion
—
"Under the Greenwood Tree" by Shakespeare; contrasted moods and
pictures— "Sands of Dee" by Kingsley; climax and anticlimax— "Cargoes"
by Masefield and "The River" by Kingsley.^ Poems to add to this
list are found in any collection of British or American verse. These
mentioned are particularly well adapted for group speaking and after
a group has "experienced" one of them, they "will better understand
what poetry is and will be more able to interpret (either silently
or aloud and either alone or together) any poem that they are study-
ing."^
Poetry should be read for pleasure. In her book. Discovering
Poetry
,
Elizabeth Drew writes that "if after reading a poem several
times as carefully and whole-heartedly as we can (aloud, for prefer-
ence) it still does not 'suit the need of the moment,* and we have no
sense of flying to Parnassus, put it by and try something else."^
The same principle obtains in selecting material for a speaking choir.
There will be no delightful results if the work is forced on the
^ Burdsall, Marjorie E., Practical Methods in Choral Speaking,
Marguerite E. De Witt and others’) p. IBk.
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members of the group and they do not like the poems used. It is a
good plan for the conductor to present several poems of the same
general type and let the group decide v/hich one they prefer.
Appropriateness of the poem in relation to the age of the group
and their background is essential if they are to appreciate the mean-
ing enough to give it adequate vocal expression. It must be v/ithin
their grasp emotionally as vrell as mentally, Elizabeth M, Jenks
states three criteria of the appropriateness of a poem:
1. Strong and compelling rhythm.
2. Vivid and striking diction.
3. Variation and contrast in mood or thought or both.*^
These three characteristics should be present in the material chosen
whether it is for a group of children, high school students, or adults,
A given poem may contain one quality to a greater extent than the
other tvro, but the best material has some of each one,
"The poems suitable for J\inior high school add to the marked
rhythm and effective diction, narrative and imaginative elements,
which afford contrast in mood and thought. In poems for older
students, the rhythm is frequently less obvious (but still in-
sistent) while the beauty of language and the vividness of
narrative are more impelling than in poems suitable for young
children."®
Effective work is possible with a group made up of all male or
all female voices. When the groups are either all women or all men,
special care must be used in the choice of material which will appeal
to the group and that will be best expressed by their individual
voice tones. Men and boys like vigorous, rhythmic, virile poetry and
7 Practical Methods in Choral Speaking
,
I&rguerite E. De Witt and
others, p. 159,
8 Ibid., pp. 159-60.
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if given a chance to speak such verse, they will overcome the all-
too-common feeling that love of poetry is a "sissy" thing. Among
the many excellent selections for male voices are these: "Give a
Rouse" by Browning; "Wanderer’s Song" by Masefield; "Trafalgar" by
Hardy; "liVind in the Pines" by Sarett; "The Congo", "Simon Legree",
and "General Yii'iHiam Booth Enters Heaven" by Lindsay; "Boots" by
Kipling; "Marchin’ Up", "Ghosts", and "Parade" by McChesney.® Women’s
and girls’ choirs will do their best work with delicate, musical
poems and narratives of home and family. The following are a few
suggestions of poems which may be used with a girls’ or women’s
group: "V*hite Butterflies" by A. C. Swinburne; "Ariel's Song" by
Shakespeare; "Silver" by Y/alter de la Mare; "Sanpan" by Tao Lang Pee.
Many poems are too long for oral presentation but can be cut
and used effectively in a shortened form. The traditional ballads
often need to be cut, and it can be done without spoiling the thread
of the story.
Caution must be exercised when using choruses from epic or
dramatic poems for the choir must have as a background for these a
thorough knowledge of the context. All material chosen must have a
relation to the literary background of the group.
A poem must pass the tests of being communal in spirit, having
certain definite values, appealing to the group because of its
9 Kaucher, Dorothy, Practical Methods in Choral Speaking
,
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appropriateness, but the final test in choosing material ’'must
always be whether the poem gains by being voiced chorally
Keeping in mind the criteria that distinguish suitable material,
we find that the whole field of literature may be drawn upon for
poems which may be used effectively. Practically every type of
literature makes a contribution to this kind of work.
One class of poetry which is of great value to a verse speaking
choir is that characterized by nonesense rhymes, tongue-twisters,
and Mother Goose. These have an important place in the development
of the voice qualities so necessary in the interpretation of more
subtle poetry. This type of material furnishes good practice in
enunciation, articulation, inflection, and breath control. In
addition, it requires little mental exertion to memorize or understand
it and yet it is bright and hvimorous. Mother Goose and nursery
rhymes are especially appropriate for use with children, but young
people and adults will enjoy them as beginning material and drill
work. Faults may be corrected by interrupting regular poetry practice
and using nonesense rhymes or Mother Goose which will correct the
difficulty.
Since everybody enjoys a story, narrative poetry has much to
offer to the verse choir. In a narrative poem without any lyric
quality, the story is the main thing. Pitch, pace, and tone change
as the incidents and characters change. }>iany narrative poems have a
lyric quality. In these "the general mood dominates the poem.
Ibid., p. 47.
12 Infra, pp. 45-46.
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and yet we must preserve the interest in the story by changes which
do not destroy the lyric quality, and yet are more marked than in
those of the pure lyric. In some poems the narrative style is
more dramatic than lyric. For example, "Hiawatha" is a blending of
the narrative and the lyric, whereas "The Pied Piper of Hamelin" is
purely a story,— "one of the finest narrative poems in our language. "14
It needs to be read with variety and vividness, with a conscious
working up to the climaxes*
The most delightful narrative poems for group speaking are the
ballads, whose early forms were so closely associated with the
communal spirit in poetry during the Middle Ages. They are excellent
for beginning work because of their strict meter and their appeal to
every age. Because they are so enjoyable, the beginner forgets his
self-consciousness in the "strict rhythm and equal syllable quantity"
which are "part of the rustic and effortless charm which informs
the innermost spirit of this strange and lovely literature."^®
Miss Gullan (herself an Englishwoman) observes the difference in the
ballads of Scotland, England, and Ireland: "Where Scotland is
pawky and sly and England gay and hearty, Ireland is witty, delicate
and reckless all in one."^® This observation is a hint as to the way
they should be spoken. The attack should be clean and clear-cut, and
Gullan, Marjorie, Spoken Poetry in the School, pp. 72-73.
PP*
15
de Banke, Cecile, The Art of Choral Speaking, p. 99.
16
Gullan, op. cit., p. 79.
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17 The speakers should try tothe speech kept resonant but simple,
paint a verbal picture of what the author saw. Their prevailing
mood should retain the essence of wonder and freshness of imagination
by always keeping in mind the conditions under which the ballad
originated and the kind of people responsible for its development.
The refrain "should generally be kept at a lower pitch than thd
story and have very little inflection. It should have the effect of
an undercurrent and be rather monotonous and very rhythmic if it is
to throw up the light and shade of the verses it accompanies."^®
The speaking of lyric verse must have a different approach than
that used for narrative poetry, for "the lyric is, first and last,
a song, and needs only the simplest form of delivery. Any attempt
to underline it with the force and fervor of the drama is to
destroy utterly its delicate beauty. "^^Avoid over-emphasis of the
stressed syllables, a sudden change in vocal range, extremes in
pitch, too much emotion in the voice, gestures, and a sing-song tone
of voice. In no other kind of poetry is it so essential for the
speaker to be merely an "instrument through which the poem becomes
vocal." He must understand the form and recognize the form as the
"echo of its mood," for the music and emotion of a lyric are "twins."
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The unison speaking of lyrics should be done sparingly in the class-
are used with children it should be with the end in view of using
them to help the children to speak with a realization of rhythm and
mood* Their use with older groups can be more general, but even
with these it should be kept in mind that "lyric speaking is for the
most part like chamber music, too delicate and too intimate for
auditorium work.'*^^
"Vowel quality is the melody of verse and takes the place of
great pitch-variety in the speaking of verse, particularly in lyric
verse where it is pointed by assonance and rhyme. The vocal
quality to be used in speaking lyrics is more sustained than for
other forms of speech; it comes nearer to the singing tones than for
other kinds of verse.
The following procedure is suggested for the speaking of lyric
verse: First, read the poem quietly and in a monotone in order to
learn its musical pattern without tiding to \mderstand it. Repeat
this reading, for music is the chief value of the lyric. Then read
it silently again this time trying to understand the poet's message.
The first group practice should be in a whisper trying to convey the
poet's message and emotion. Then practice aloud keeping in mind the
suggestions of the preceding paragraphs and avoiding artificiality.
The entire lyric should be practiced at the same time.
22 Gullan, l-darjorie. Spoken Poetry in the Schools, p. 11.
Gullan, Marjorie, The Speech Choir, p. 261.
24 Fogerty, Elsie, The Speaking of English Verse, p. 24.•—
Nichols, op. cit., pp. 35-34.
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For the groups atterapting the speaking of sonnets the same
suggestions apply as in lyric speaking in a general way. However,
there are some further, and more specific, suggestions to be remem-
bered when speaking sonnets.
The sonnet is a concentrated thing; it is that which differen-
tiates it from a lyric. A sonnet is far more truly the monument
of a moment than any lyric has ever been. . . . The speaker must
indicate to the hearer that he is voicing some man’s or some
woman’s inmost thought, or an emotion rounded to a thought, at
the very moment when it is too tinbearable to leave vinexpressed.
To that extent, every sonnet is dramatic, and should be spoken
dramatically.
The speaker must not only grasp the poet’s emotion but keep in
mind the sonnet form. It must be spoken in a more orderly manner
than any other poem because the sonnet form is the most orderly
of all poetic forms. It is better to speak a sonnet in a quicker
way than too slowly but in a brooding manner ”as though the poet,
phrase by phrase, but without the hesitation necessary in the actual
and often torturing throes of composition, were hammering out his
thought or his feeling in the full view of the listener.
Choral speaking may be used with good effect in connection with
poetic drama, --classical as well as contemporary. Selections from
L'lilton’s "Samson Agonistes" and Shelley's "Prometheus Unbtjund" are
suitable for this work. However, in using cuttings and selections







the speakers must realize the entire work and the relation of the
part to the whole. Translations into English of a ntamber of Greek
plays are available and make excellent dramatic material for a
speaking choir. Contemporary authors have recognized the possi-
bilities in the vuaion of these two arts by writing dramas especially
adapted for the verse choir. The choruses have an important place in
T. S. Eliot’s "Murder in the Cathedral" and Thomas Hardy’s "The
Dynasts" to mention only two from a large number.
The fact that much of the grandest poetry has been vn'itten in
blank verse need not discourage those who have a desire to voice
it in groups. True, it does offer some difficulties to a speaking
choir, but it can be read by those sufficiently experienced to be
able to "preserve all the elasticity and variety . . . and yet
never fail to make their hearers realize the underlying rhythm. The
welding of sense and sound in this form of verse so that perfect
harmony is the result, is perhaps the most difficult thing that can
be asked of the speaker. "31 Rhymed verse needs to be experienced
orally before blank verse is attempted, but the latter should not
be ignored.
One of the finest sources of material for choral speaking is the
Bible, especially the King James Version. The Bible contains the
29 Baker’s Plays Company, 178 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.
30 „i'or suggestions as to choral verse dramas see bibliography
of choral speaking material, pp. 86-89.
31 Gullan, I'^rjorie, Spoken Poetry in the Schools, p. 75.
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poetry that is a fundamental part of our life— '’the first which we
learned; through the open windows of iiriiich we had our earliest
vision of time, of space, of eternity, and ofG d* * Its rhythms
haunt our noblest prose; its lyrics are our most virile and enduring
hymns . " ®fha Psalms are the richest source of Biblical poetry
appropriate for choral speaking, for their emotion is universal
rather than individual. Other selections which are admirably suited
to choral speaking are: Charity (i Corinthians 13); "to everything
there is a season" (Ecclesiastes 3:1-15); Peace (Micah 4:1-5); and
many others.33 The choric rendering of Biblical literature gives it
a freshness of appeal for both speakers and hearers.
In addition to its poetry, the Bible also contains many fine
passages of cadenced prose; "as an example of majestic sonorous
balanced prose it stands alone and remains the supreme example in
the language Its influence on English literature and speech is
boundless , "The high classical quality of Bible selections and
their ease of adaptation will do much to intrigue the group with
choric prose. Prose speaking is not work to be undertaken by
beginners for it is more difficult than poetry speaking. Some prose
selections may be spoken chorally, however, for it "may have tonal
values or melody: may be inspirational: may make an emotional




See Keppie, op. cit., p. 88, and Swann, op. cit.
, p. 82, for
suitable Biblical selections for choral speaking,
34
de Banke, op. cit.
, p. 110.
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appeal: and may also have a rhythm of its own.*’^® As examples of
Biblical prose which may be used by a choir. Miss de Banke suggests
Genesis 1:1-31 and 2:1-3; The Beatitudes (Matthew 5:3-12); and The
Sower (Luke 8:5-15).^'^ Cuttings from the prose writings of Thomas
Carlyle, Thomas DeQuincey, Charles Lamb, and John Ruskin, and others,
offer a challenge to an experienced group of speakers.^^ The
speaking of prose is an effective way to cotmteract any sing-song
tendencies in a choir. In planning a program by an advanced group,
it is well to include some prose as it gives variety.
Does contemporary poetry contribute anything to the repertoire
of a verse-speaking choir? Decidedly yes, for "there are a number
of our modern contemporary poets who are writing verse, some of
•2Q
which is admirable for verse speaking." It is well to use the
poems of living authors, for they can tell those who attempt to
interpret their poems wherein they are wrong and suggest their
intention as a guide to the oral interpretation. Then, too, using
poems of living authors helps to dispel—both for the readers and
the hearers—the idea that a great poet must be a dead poet.^*^ The
poetry of today should be combined with the great poetry of yesterday




37 See de Banke, op. cit.
, pp. 202-03, for suggested prose material.
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Fogerty, op. cit., p. 98.
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The field of modern American verse is a particularly fertile one
for the choirs of this country.
Starting with the rough-hewn free verse of Whitman, we find
material suitable for choral presentation that can be used to
trace every step of the revolution against the acceptance of the
traditional rhythms and structures of the imported poetry of the
old civilizations. In the latest expressions of the final
emancipation there is choral speaking material which has never
been equalled in suitability. The outstanding feature of modern
American poetry, and the one having the most valuable innovation
is its rhythms
The elements which contribute to the development of these new
rhythms are Indian verse, negro verse, industrial life, and American
democracy and settlement. "Such material, presented with artistry
resulting from technical perfection, should go far to make the
American speaking choir a national asset, not only in the work it
has to offer to its own country, but in the possibility of introducing
it to the other English-speaking countries of the world" for it
represents the essence of these United States.
However unconventionally a poem is arranged, its manner of
speaking may be determined by reading it aloud. For example, some
of the most peculiarly arranged poems are found to be sonnets when
they are read aloud. The arrangement on the page is made to appeal
to the eye rather than toward the satisfaction of the ear. Its
sound must determine its suitability for oral expression and the way
in which it is to be read; one must be "led by the inner emphasis
implicit in sense and sound combined. "^^peak free verse by giving
42
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de Banke, op. cit., p. 122,
Ibid., pp. 127-29.
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the natural stresses their natural values and no other, and the rhythm
should be then automatically apparent," always keeping in mind that
the "unit in free verse is the whole paragraph—sometimes the whole
poem, ... Speak free verse, therefore, as naturally as possible;
never impose a rhythm upon itj always disengage the rhythm out of it."^^
The speakers of American verse should not overlook the rich
possibilities in translations of native Indian verse and in negro
poetry. The former is "the expression of a people whose declamation
of emotion was and is almost entirely communal."'^® Most of their
traditional verse belongs to their religious ceremonial rites. It
does not express individual emotion but speaks for the v/hole tribe.
"Indian poeti*y takes its rightful place with poetry that was, in
its earliest stages, spoken communally. Most negro verse is so
closely associated with its lovely music that there is no advantage
to be gained in speaking it. However, there are many poems vdth
the negro rhythm and dialect which are suitable for choral speakers,^
"•Go Down Death,' the funeral sermon on the death of old Aunt Caroline,
is one of the most satisfying studies in choral reading for contrasts
I have ever heard," writes Dorothy Kaucher. "It is a challenging
combination of passages which are quietly conversational, pathetically
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into one 'vocal tapestry, ’ the members have learned more about
emphasis through contrast and pause than siny text book can teach
abstractly,
Truly, material for the speech choir is practically limitless.
All times, all nations, all types have their peculiar contribution
to make. It is for the choir members, with the wise direction of
their leader, to choose those poems which have a personal appeal,
which are within their emotional and mental grasp, and which, above
all else, will gain by being voiced,
Practical Methods in Choral Speaking
,
De Witt, i’iarguerite, and
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X. SUGGESTED PROCEDURE FOR THE CHORAL SPEAKING OF POETRY
The appreciation of spoken poetry needs to be carefully thought
about. Like chamber music, it must first grow among groups of
students themselves, whose chief thought in practicing it is the
love of poetry and the desire to study and speak it for what it
has to give them and those with whom they share it, and not with
the idea of public performances which will compete successfully
Tfith popular entertainments. Poetry will make its own way, but
only on its own terms. . . . All of the best purposes in this
realm of spoken English will be defeated if the participants
let themselves be drawn into seeking merely the type of work
and the kind of treatment of it which will 'get across' most
easily and achieve popular success,^
To give the maximum amount of benefit, choral speaking must be
based on training in correct speech technique. Simple exercises for
regulating the supply and control of the breath, and developing the
musical properties of the voice (intensity, duration, pitch, and
quality) should be part of every practice period, liiss Gullan^ and
•Z
Idiss de Banke give a helpful series of exercises especially adapted
for drill in these things. Almost any expression or public speaking
text-book will give additional ones. However, this practice
material need not detract from the enjoyment of the work. ”Peter
Piper” and other tongue-twisters, nonsense rhymes, and Mother Goose
rhymes are good exercise material for both the children and older
choir members for they do not tax the mind or memory and are humorous
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Sullivan operas may be used in the same way, especially for adults.
There is little danger of stressing too much the value of nursery
rhymes in this type of work. Children adore them and the older
folk will like to say them, too. Since they require little con-
centration to get at the meaning, they are good material for practice
in unity, inflection, and variety of pitch—the last named being
especially lacking in adults. "All choirs tend to become heavy and
dull, therefore light, gay, bright passages are decidedly useful
as tuning-in exercises to be used momentarily at any time if tongue
or spirits begin to lag."'^
There are no hard and fast rules for the procedure of presenting
a poem to a choral speaking group. There are certain basic principles,
however. The whole endeavor must be a cooperative one, and this
group cooperation should begin with the selection of the material.
It is v/ell for the conductor to have several poems of the same
general type so that the group may choose which one they prefer,
after hearing them read with understanding and appreciation by the
leader and perhaps reading them silently for themselves, also.
After the poem has been chosen by the group, it needs to be
studied for meaning, structure, and rhythm.
No choir should embark upon the speaking of a poem until the
structure of its thought has been realized as a preliminary to
its interpretation. ... Sometimes the actual thought structure
is so difficult to grasp that we have to read it over and over to
understand it.°
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The first objective is to find out what the poet is saying. Reduce
it to every-day language and say it conversationally. Then say it
as a group. 'Ihen have the group read the whole thing through silently
to get the general idea of the theme and emotion. They will see the
various beauties in it and each will be impressed by something
different.® If the poem happens to be a narrative poem, the
student's ability to summarize the story in a sentence or two tells
more about his assimilation of the thought than a detailed, rambling
account.^
Every poem should be studied as a revelation of the poet, as a
work of art, and as a literary form. Some knov^rledge of the author
and his place in the history of literature often adds depth to the
perception. This material may be either required collateral read-
ing, work already covered in literature classes, or talks by the
instructor, depending upon the nature of the group.®
This emphasis on getting the meaning of a poem is not ill-
considered for
. . . before the reader can render ideas as well as images, he
must get the thought of the poem clear in his own mind. This
grasp of content can be conveyed only by the correct pronuncia-
tion and clear enunciation of the words, by proper breathing
so that the pauses aid the phrasing, by the inflections of vocal
pitch to show questioning or exclamation, by changes in tempo
and by emphases of volume upon the important ideas. . . The
most important fact is this: if the reader does not have the
de Banke, op. oit.
, pp. 89-90.
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meaning of the poem clearly in mind and the desire to communi-
cate that meaning to another, all the training in pronunciation,
breath-control, inflection, and gesture will be of little avail;
if the ideas are firmly grasped, the other aids should come as
a matter of course and taste.®
In all reading of poetry there are two things that must be
revealed to the hearers: the intellectual content (meaning or
message) and the emotional content or mood. This latter is usually
done through the rhythm, rhyme, and the sound of the words.
The meaning and the rhythm must be woven together or the "speaking
of poetry becomes a musical chant or a mechanical sing-song"^^
neither of which is countenanced in a reputable verse choir. Llany
a reader of poetry allows himself to become enslaved to the patterns
and rhythms. He allows the rhythm and meter to dominate him instead
of absorbing them and then giving himself to the interpretation of
the content. "He forgets all meaning in the musical stress of the
rhythm and stops dead at the end of each line. ... A good rule for
the interpreter to follow is to keep a conversational ideal always
in mind; the metrical harmony will usually take care of itself.
The speaking choir, to be fully equipped for the interpretative
work lying before it, must be familiar with all types of rhythm
from the most formal to the most free. It must be capable of
presenting not only the rhythms of the past, but those of the
present, and must even experiment with what may become the rhythms
® Untermeyer, Louis, and Carter Davidson, Poetry; Its Appreciation
and Enjoyment
, pp. 489-90.
Raubicheck, Letitia, Teaching Speech in Secondary Schools
,
p. 93.
Gullan, ivlarjorie. Spoken Poetry in the Schools, p. 22.
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of the future. Its very flexibility, resulting from compo\mded
units, makes it the perfect instrument for the demonstration of
rhythms of pattern and rhythms of flowing cadence. ^3
Although the speaker must never be dominated by the rhyme, still
’’the poet’s own use of rhyme must be the guide to the verse-speaker’
own use of it. . . . Even when the poet ... uses rhyme weakly, it
it not negligible and should be given as much value as may be
consistent with the paragraphic movement.
With a group of children, the director’s reading of the verse
may be followed by a rhythmic response from the group such as
finger tapping or clapping to the sense rhythm. "Lipping** the poem
may be the next step for these younger ones; it is done by using
exaggerated mouth movements with no audible sound. These two
responses give them a feeling of the rhythm and the formation of
the mouth for a clear enunciation of the words. Unfamiliar words
should be explained, whatever the age of the group. With children,
it is well to write these on the board, so that they may have a
mental picture of them as well as the sound image. Older students
and adults are usually given a printed copy of the poem that is
being studied, but children will respond better if they have only
the oral stimulus. After the lipping exercise, and when the meaning
of the poem is clear, they are ready to begin the speaking of it.
13 de Banke, op. cit
.
, p. 106.
Nichols, Yi/allace B., The Speaking of Poetry , p. 92.
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If the poem has a refrain, they vrill speak that only at first, later
taking turns giving the stanzas, or doing it by smaller groups.
The tapping and lipping may be used with older groups at the dis-
cretion of the director.
When the members of the choir first attempt to speak the poem
as a group, they will use the same simple, conversational tones
which they used when they reduced it to every-day language to
arrive at the meaning. They will soon feel the pov/er and influence
of the poet's language and, "moved by the emotion their imagination
\
has conjured up, they will expand the range, they will widen the
intervals, and they will change from the commonplace major scale
to the harmonic-minor key."^^ After the group has worked together
for a while they will develop such a strong sense of group feeling
that even when they read a poem for the first time, there will be
a noticeable unanimity in the phrasing and stress. The effect
will be not of many different voices speaking together but of one
many-colored voice. ^®This artistic result comes when the speakers
are entirely subordinate to the poet.^*^ Integrity of speech and
tone, which is the only road to integrity of thought and feeling,
—
"the mark of fine art in literature as in other fields-- is
obtained only by thinking and feeling with "real sincerity, keen
perception and intense imaginative power.
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j'ilares, Delia Smith, Practical I^lethods in Choral Speaking
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llarguerite De Witt and others, p. 175.
Nichols, op. cit., p. 2.
18 Gullan, iiiarjorie. The Speech Choir, p. 13
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As in any other kind of learning, effective choral speaking or
poetry will necessitate practice sind drill. Good results are obtained
when the drill is made pleasant and satisfying to the group, by
means of variety in the material and the pervading spirit of fun
and relaxation which must be ever present. "Every true poem is a
piece of articulate music, which an ordinary Imagination must long
practice upon before it can play it with a sufficient degree of
spontaneousness and unconsciousness, to derive from it all the
pleasure it is capable of imparting.
Forms of Presentation
All material for a verse-speaking choir is not adapted to read-
ing in unison; in fact, there are other methods of presentation which
should precede all-unison speaking. It is for the director and choir
together to decide into what form of presentation a specific poem
best fits. The one guide in deciding must be; Hov/ may we best
express the poet's message and his artistry? Great care must be
used not to break up a poem into xinnatural divisions which ^vill but
obscure its beauty and meaning.
The chief methods used are included in the terins refrain,
antiphonal, line-a-person or sequence, and unison. Work with a
choir, whether of children or adults, should follow the same general
order, beginning with refrain poems and not attempting unison work
until the group have had experience with the other kinds.
A poem with a refrain is the very best material for beginning
work. Of all refrain poems, perhaps the best are the many ballads
with their stories of adventure and love and their compelling rhythms.
-
Corson. Hiram, ^ Essay on the Study of Literature, p. 22.
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A director will never go wrong in beginning with this type of work.
They require a vigorous interest in the narrative part and perfect
timing for the refrain. The aims in refrain speaking are accuracy of
speech, perfect rhythms, ready refrain response, and assimilation
of the mood.^^ To have smoothness in a ballad or other refrain poem
each group should take their first breath during the last pulse of
the other’s lines. Both must live the poem while speaking it to
give it unity. Material adapted to refrain speaking is legion.
Besides the ballads—both traditional and modern—are work songs
with their vigorous refrains of hauling, tramping, rowing, and other
motions. "Of particular trades and callings, perhaps sailors,
oarsmen, and watermen generally, would furnish more refrains than
could be found in any one industry of the land."^‘^Men and boys
in particular will find genuine delight in these vigorous work songs
and sea chanteys. 23 Biblical poetry also provides a wealth of
material for refrain speaking, especially in the Psalms. Among the
many which may be used is Psalm 136. In speaking the constantly
recurring refrain, "For His mercy endureth forever," "the choir
should take the tone, pitch, and mood of the single speaker's voice,
in a subdued manner, rising and falling, expressing quiet thankfulness,
20 Keppie, Elizabeth, The Teaching of Choric Speech, p. 30.
21 Swann, Mona, An Approach to Choral Speech, p. 32.




p. 35-36, for comments on ballad speaking.
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fierce exultation or solemn worship as the case may be."^^ Psalm 107
makes an interesting study for it has a double refrain which shows
a contrast in feeling: "Then they cried vinto the Lord in their
trouble, and He delivered them out of their distresses," and "Oh
that men would praise the Lord for His goodness, and for His wonder-
ful works to the children of men,"
It is but a step from refrain speaking to antiphonal or two-
part work. Students enjoy this type of work when it is alternate
boy-and-girl speaking. It achieves its effect by means of opposing
groups, contrast in vocal quality, or contrasts in volume. Its
material includes all poetry which involves question and answer,
pg
appeal and response, or poetic parallelism. The best example of the
latter is to be found in the Bible, especially in the Psalms and
the prophetic books. The simpler Psalms may be used with children’s
groups, and many of them are especially effective when given by an
older or adult choir* Appropriate selections for this treatment are:
Isaiah 53, 1 Corinthians 13, Psalm 24. There are many others.
Poems of a large lyric utterance, the great elegies, the great
odes or passages of narrative in long lines, lend themselves to
unexpected varieties of treatment in the use of opposing bodies
of divided sound, contrasts of vocal quality as between dark
voices and light voices, and contrasts of loud and soft tone,
of a beauty and surprise that are never surmised when we listen to
a single voice.
24 Gullan, iVlarjorie, Spoken Poetry in the School, p. 97.
De ViTitt, iiarguerite, and others. Practical Methods in Choral
Speaking, p. 170.
pg Gullan, ivlarjorie. Choral Speaking
, pp, 56-57.
27 Ibid.
, pp. x-xi, quoting Dr. Gordon Bottomley.
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Vflien the choir has had practice in the simpler types of
presentation, they will enjoy doing a poem adapted to line-a-person,
part, or sequence work. Many poems are best read by having various
54
solo speakers or a number of small groups take certain lines or
stanzas. Extreme care is necessary in choosing material to be
given in this manner, for if it is not chosen very carefully the
effect will be disjointed, distorted, and choppy. The rhyme, "The
House That Jack Built, ” is a good illustration of the type of poem
which may be broken up into parts. Biblical selections which may be
used are Luke 11:8-17, Luke 10:30-35, and Psalm 137:1-6. Milton’s
"Samson Agonistes" contains short choruses which may be used. From
"Occasions drew me early to this city" to the end of the poem may
be given by two solo speakers and the whole choir. The following
prayer to St. Catherine, the patron saint of spinsters, may be
given with a delightfully whimsical effect by a choir of women:
St. Catherine, St, Catherine, oh lend me thine aid.
And grant that I never may die an old maid.’
A Husband, St. Catherine .’
A good one, St, Catherine .’
But anyone better
Than no-one, St. Catherine
J
A husband, St. Catherine;
Handsome, St. Catherine,’
Rich, St, Catherine .’
Young, St. Catherine,’
Soon, St, Catherine.’^®
The first two lines are spoken by the entire group; each of the
qualifications is voiced by a different solo voice vath the entire
group pleading, "Soon, St, Catherine.’"
28 Robinson, Marion Parsons, and Rozetta Lura Thurston, Poetry
Arranged for the Speaking Choir, p. 347.
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John Masefield's "Cargoes” makes an excellent part study with
three groups participating. These groups may effectively composed
of light voices for the first stanza, warm and darker for the second,
and vigorous and metallic for the last. These voice qualities can
best express the delicacy and culture of the first cargo; the dash,
color, and bravado of the Elizabethans in the second stanza; the
ugly utilitarianism of the third stanza. This poem is excellent
material for a speaking choir, for the author has skillfully woven
a soxmd picture into each stanza which is often obscured by silent
reading. In this, as in other poems which are given by several
voices, every member of the group, whether silent or speaking, must
keep the whole poem in his mind, "not casually as if the only really
important part to him is his own passage, but with the utmost con-
centration, so that when he speaks he will fit perfectly into the
•ZQ
theme as a whole." Only in this way can the poem have unity.
Unison speech is the "grand result or climax of choral speaking.
It requires perfect phrasing, coordination in speech and tone values,
nicety of pronvinciation and pitch, finer interpretations, sincerity,
and beautiful tone. These things do not come easily; they must be
worked for. It is worth the effort, however, for "once accomplished
it adds a wonderful new power to the one possessing it. Unison
speech will then rank with music or other kindred arts."^^ The best
55
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material for unison speaking is to be found in “short poems with
regular and compelling rhythms, fine melodies, simple themes, and a
stanza pattern where the sense is complete as a rule in each line."
"V\Te are the music-makers," an ode by Arthur 0’ Shaughnessy, may be
given by a group in unison, using the first three stanzas only.
Another good choice from English literature is Scott’s "Breathes
there a man with soul so dead," because of "the patriotic fervour
of the theme, based on a primitive instinct with its universal
appeal, and its direct simplicity. Unison speaking must attain
"accuracy of speech and emphasis, timing of attack and tempo, blending
of pitch and inflection, and balancing of meaning and measures by the
many speaking as one" if it is to be truly effective.^®
There is one other form of choral speaking which is not
included in the foregoing classifications because it is still some-
what of an experiment. This form of speaking makes use of spoken
descants in much the same way that descants are used in musical
compositions. It consists of "differentiation, through some special
quality
,
of a voice or group of voices from an undercurrent of other
voices speaking simultaneously with it."®® One or several voices
may speak against a background of voices or inflected speech may
be used with a muffled monotone. The effect must be harmonious,
Gullan, Marjorie, and Percival Gurrey, Poetry Speaking for
Children Part II, p. 139,
Gullan, Ivlarjopie, Spoken Poetry in the Schools, p. 92.
Keppie, op. cit., p. 38.
®® Swann, op. cit.
, pp. 68-69
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and it should not be used just for an effect. Its only justifica-
tion is to give a better expression to the meaning of the poem.
The following bit of Oriental verse will serve as an illustration
of this type of speakingj part of the voices speak the words to a
rhythmical descant, spoken in a muffled tone, of the words, "lap, lap.
Waves lap lap
Fish fins clap clap
Brown sails flap flap
Chop-sticks tap tap.
Up and down the long green river
Ohe Ohfe lanterns quiver
Vifillow branches brush the river
Ohe Ohe lanterns quiver.
Waves lap lap
Fish fins clap clap
Brown sails flap flap
Chop-sticks tap tap.^'
The descant, spoken rhythmically and low, helps to give a sovmd
picture of the little boat rocked in the gently lapping waves of
the river.
37 „Sampan" by Tao Lang Pee.
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XI. POETRY IN THE SCHOOL
There are a great many people who do not like poetry. School
life and English classes have not opened to them the door of under-
standing and appreciation. "The majority of those who do not love
poetiry are the victims of bad teaching."^ Teachers realize that
there is something wrong somewhere for they know that there should
be little inherent aversion to poetry by boys and girls. In fact,
it would seem that "they should be reciprocally attractive. But
they have not been. Boys and girls have denied themselves, or have
been denied, a racial heritage, and, because of this denial, poetry
too has paid a price. Most teachers show little surprise when
their pupils tell them that they "hate poetry" j they have come to
expect it and are almost suspicious of one who confesses an enjoy-
ment of it,—especially if he is a boy.'^ Experienced teachers of
English acknowledge the difficulty of instilling a love of poetry in
their pupils; teachers in training "recall their many xmhappy
experiences with poetry in high school and college. They vdsh to
prevent their futvure pupils from feeling toward poetry as they once
did; but just what to do is the problem that confronts and troubles
them.
^ Fogerty, Elsie, The Speaking of English Verse
,
p. ix.
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What is the reason for this dislike? One underlying cause for
the lack of enjoyment of poetry is the method of spending a great
deal of time teaching about poetry iwith a consequent lack of contact
with poetry. Too many teach literature as history emphasizing
technical composition, background, style, and the biography of the
author.® These are useful as a foundation, but it is appreciation
that is of lasting value. "We must not becom.e so engrossed in the
environs of poetry that we never reach its citadel. Our busy-ness
about poetry, its makers, its history, its techniques, must never
supplant our experiencing of it."® An experienced English professor,
after observing the methods of various teachers, decided that teachers
had become "pedogogically objective" to poetry. He writes:
Often it was almost as though poetry had been suspended by a
cord from the ceiling of their classrooms or had been placed
in a showcase in the middle of them. Poetry had become a
curious and uninviting specimen. The teachers circled about
it, pointing out certain features, indicating certain almost
biological characteristics, asking questions about others,
stipulating tasks to be performed on the cadaver by the
pupils. The boys and girls followed them politely but passively,
now and then noting anatomical peculiarities, occasionally
asking half-hearted questions, or making equally half-hearted
comments. Rather infrequently a mischievous fellow would stick
out a metaphorical finger as though he were going to poke the
thing to see if it would jvimp; he generally, however, was
restrained by his teacher before he had perpetrated this
vandalism.
'
Another basis for students’ dislike of poetry is the pernicious
practice of forcing them "to read, memorize, and recite lines the
® Horn, John Louis, "The Speech Chorus: An Exercise in General
Esthetics," The English Journal
,
H.S. and Col. Ed., XIX(June, 1930),p.480
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meaning of which they do not vinderstand. • • • Every teacher has
met boys and girls half through school who have memorized dozens
of poems without the slightest idea of what the stanzas mean.’*® Both
boys and girls especially hate to recite "memory gems," To memorize
poetry for its mental training harks back to the outmoded "faculty
psychology;" to force its memorization because of cultural benefits
is practically useless for it will be soon forgotten. To make it a
worth-while activity, the reasons must be the same as adults have
for memorizing a particular passage,—because certain lines appeal
to them particularly, and because they like short poems or parts of
poems. It follows then that the teacher should "suggest instead of
demand that pupils memorize lines of poetry," letting them choose
Q
their own selections with the teacher merely suggesting."
It is apparent that if teachers are to instill in their students
a love of poetry in addition to a knowledge of it, there must be a
change in methods of teaching it. Since verse is one of the arts
of sound, it follows that poetry cannot be truly appreciated until
it is voiced. Too many class lectures in the literature class are
merely a retelling of material which the student could read for
himself from a boo^. These lectvires would be of more value if they
conveyed something which could only be given by the voice. It is
® Stratton, Clarence, The Teaching of English in the High School,
p. 57
.
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coinparatively easy to lecture about literature, "but what students
especially need is to be brought into direct relationship with
literature in its essential, absolute character; so that the very
highest form of literary lecturing is interpretative reading.
Obviously, part of the equipment of every teacher of poetry should
be the ability to read aloud "without attempt at elocutionary effect,
but forcefully and in a manner calculated to bring out what the
author intended to get in his vocal values. "^2 "Teachers should
cultivate a sympathetic voice and an insight that v^rill lead them
to bring out what is in a poem. They should not rant; nor should
they read in a sing-song manner.
In addition to the teacher’s reading aloud, the students should
be encouraged to read verse, also, for it "is an essential part of
the process of awakening appreciation in many instances. Miss
Gullan writes:
For almost all of us, though we may not know it, there is no
such sure way of becoming aware of the beauties of poetry as that
of speaking the poems aloud ourselves. This is true for children
too. And there is no such sure way of understanding poetry as
that of hearing it spoken and speaking it aloud many times until
the meaning, which all the time is becoming more and more certain,
is at last clear and complete and vivid in the child's mind. To
spend time in explaining meanings in poetry is often to waste
Corson, Hiram, The Voice and Spiritual Education
, pp. 36-37.
Morrison, Henry C., The Practice of Teaching in the Secondary
School
, pp. 360-61.
IS Bolenius, Emma Miller, Teaching Literature in the Grammar
Grades and High School
,
p. 18.
Morrison, op. cit., p. 361.
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time in the mud flats and shallov/s instead of enjoying the fresh
tang of the sea-waves and their hardly-overcome buffetings.^^
However, the teacher of an adolescent group will have some diffi-
culty in getting her pupils to read aloud. They are awkward and
self-conscious and their voice mechanisms are xmdergoing a change
which makes them hard to control* They are afraid of sounding
foolish or affected. They either have "a false modesty in oral
interpretation, which prevents entering into the spirit of the poem”
or they read with "a careless rapidity . .
., a superficial ’skimming'
which, unless it is required and done vri.th dramatic concentration,
ruins whatever is read.'*^® It is especially essential that the
teacher of an adolescent group be able to give the right training
in oral interpretation of poetry as well as being able to interpret
for her class, for it is the best time to lay the foimdations for
effective speaking and a love of poetry which will be lasting.
The goal to be attained in the reading of poeti^ with students
is "actively appreciative vmderstanding, " six phases of which are;
1. To discover and comprehend the poet's theme or his story.
2. To find the poem's essence and to assist it in having an
enriched and individual significance for our pupils.
3. To participate with sympathetic understanding in the
lives of the people we find in poetry.
4. To visualize the places to which the poet takes us; to
respond to the poem's atmosphere.
5. To fall into step with the poem's movement; to surrender
to its mood.
6. To observe the poet's skill in achieving the purposes of
this poem.’^
Gullan, I'Jarjorie, and Percival Gurrey, Poetry Speaking for
Children Part II
, p. 2.
Untermeyer, Louis, and Carter Davidson, Poetry; Its Apprecia-
tion and Lnj oyment
,
p. 489.
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Initial study on a new poem should usually be done in the class*
If the poem is assigned without the students' having had an intro-
duction in class, unfamiliar imagery and subtle theme are lost and
only discoviragement and distaste result* It will be difficult to
overcome this opposition and lack of interest. It would be far
better for the teacher to read the poem to the class "in a simple,
conversational manner, avoiding elocutionairy vocal tactics" keeping
in mind that "if under-emphasis is monotonous in effect, 'over-
expression' can be almost revolting, and to no one more than to
19high-school boys and girls. After the teacher has read the poem,
students should be invited to read it the way they think it should
be read. The resultant discussion of various interpretations and
meanings will add to the enjoyment because of the group participation,
the interchange of ideas, and the new meanings which will be dis-
covered.
After the meaning has been revealed and the music of the words
made evident, then is the time vdien a more detailed technical study
may be done. Rarely will the study of rhyme schemes, figures of
speech, and historical background give motivation for the apprecia-
tive reading of a poem, but the oral, communal approach will motivate
further study into the matter of "why" and "how." First get the
interest and stir the enthusiasm and then lead the student into the
Fairchild, Arthur H. R., The Teaching of Poetry in the
High School, p. 72.
19 Seely, op. cit., p, 214
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study of the facts of history just as far as he will go without loss
of interest.^® Poetry should not be used merely "as a peg upon which
to hang all manner of extraneous ’work,’” yet there are ”all too
many students who feel that they understand the poet as soon as they
sire familiar with the dictionary definition of all the words con-
tained in a poem, when they can scan it, give its rhyme scheme,
and a biography of the author. "If this narrow definition of mean-
ing is insisted upon, all the real meaning will escape, leaving
the poem as flat and tasteless as warm ginger ale,”22
The defenders of the technical approach and emphasis in the
study of poetry would have us believe that its purpose "is the in-
crease of appreciation," and "that unless we are familiar with certain
of its mechanics we cannot enjoy poetry as we should. However,
there are many things in everyday life which require no technical
knowledge of their operation or construction to enjoy, as the
automobile, the radio, and a symphony concert which may be enjoyed
without a technical knowledge of the instrinnents involved. If
technical knowledge makes a particular poem easier to understand, it
should be taught in that connection, but "there seems to be no reason
for the formal study of versification for its own sake with high-
school pupils.' This study is a highly involved one and requires
20 Fairchild, op. cit.
, pp. 82-83.
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a higher level of poetic discrimination and intellectual maturity
than is usually found in the high school. "Consequently, for the
high-school pupil an adequate formal study of the subject is unwise,
25
even impossible; and an elementary study is simply futile."
Glass discussion and reading of the poem give an opportunity
to the skillful teacher for calling attention to the poet’s skill
in the use of words. Gradually the students themselves will come
to a sensitiveness of the poet’s manner of expression.
They will find rare pleasure in a perfect word, a phrase that
says and feels and pictures at the same time, a line that dances,
or trudges, or staggers, or laughs, or weeps dejectedly. This
kinship with the spirit of verse comes with the understanding of
poetry and with increased skill in reading it aloud. It is not
achieved by overt study of techniques for their own sake.^S
Teachers of poetry realize that it is practically impossible
to make out or administer a test which will adequately indicate the
degree to which a student has assimilated the meaning and mood of
a poem. Theme, form, life of the poet, and the literary background
—being factual material—may be tested, but the deeper things having
to do with personal appreciation and enjoyment are harder to subject
to a testing program. "The best evidence of one’s rapprochement with
a poem is the quality of one’s oral reading of it. One’s active and
complete response is indicated in this reading, not only to the
reader himself but also to his hearers. "^7 if this is true, why not
Fullington, James F., "Versification in the High School,"
English Journal
,
H. S. Ed., XX. (June, 1931), 484.
26 Seely, op. cit., pp. 172-73.
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examine a student’s knowledge of a poem by having him read it aloud?
His oral reading will give a better indication of what he has learned
intellectually and spiritually than any examination questions would
reveal, Assiiming, of course, that the student has had the training
which will enable him to use his voice correctly, his reading of a
given poem will reveal more certainly what he has received from it
than Einy amount of questioning. Even the uncultivated voice would
reveal this to some extent, for "reading reveals the reader's
p O
spiritual appreciation or the absence of it."
The pupil who, in some adequate measure, has been made sensible
of the beauty, inspiration, and power of poetryj who has been
led to feel the awakening and liberalizing effect of a single
great poem; who has learned not merely to talk about poetry in
the classroom but to read it with delight in his leisure hours,
has learned the secret of literary appreciation. No teacher
can bestow a finer gift."
The following chapter will show in what respects choral speaking
may be used by the teacher as an aid in the bestowal of this "gift,"
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XII. CHORAL SPEAKING AN AID IN THE TEACHING OF POETRY
The values of choral speaking in a general way have been dis-
cussed in a previous chapter.^ The values are classified as
artistic and educational. This chapter will include a discussion of
the educational objectives which are "probably its primary, and per-
haps greatest, value.
Miss de Banke says that teachers of English are the chief ones
interested in choral speaking. She continues:
This is fortunate for there is no more effective approach to
the appreciation of literature than through choral rendition. The
value of adding to the understanding and appreciation of good
literature the communal enjoyment of its oral interpretation is
so sound that I feel that the establishment of choral speaking
in the English department is inevitable.®
How do choral speaking techniques and objectives correlate with
those of the teacher of poetry? May this method of approach be the
fulfillment of the acknowledged need among teachers for a better way
of presenting poetry to their classes? The following pages will
assay an answer to these and similar questions.
The qualifications of the English teacher and the conductor of
a verse choir correspond for both must be lovers of poetry and should
like to read it silently and aloud. Both need a knowledge of the
types of poetry and a background of the history of literature and
Supra
, pp. 5-7.
^ Swann, Mona, ^ Approach to Choral Speech, p. 11.
5
The Art of Choral Speaking, p. 23.
t
poetry. The English teacher, as well as the choir leader, needs to
have an ear for poetic sound patterns and rhythm; her aim, like the
director's, "is to quicken the perceptions of the class so that they
may be able to feel intensely the emotions and thoughts expressed
by the poet."^ The choir leader must have a technical knov/ledge of
good speech habits so that he may give training in the proper use
of the voice; every teacher of poetry should equip himself with a
like training so that he may not be handicapped in revealing to his
students the music of spoken verse. The director of a verse-speaking
group must "have power to help his pupils think truly, feel sensitively
and deeply, and to express the thought and feeling with spontaneity,
as well as with unity.
A
successful teacher of poetry can do no
more.
Any poetry class contains the makings of a verse-speaking choir,
for a special training in speech is not a prerequisite to membership
in a choir. The choir provides such training. The students in an
English class are in close touch with the history of poetry and know
something of its characteristics; they will understand simple poems
more readily than a group of people who are entirely out of touch
with poetry. This understanding is essential for "the author's
thought must be realized, and the imagery and spirit of the poem
assimilated to give expression of it."® Progress will be more rapid
^ Burdsall, Ivlarjorie E., Practical Methods in Choral Speaking
,
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with a group who already know something about poetx*y, even if they
lack speech training, than with one in which the members have no
direct experience with poetry.
The primary object in teaching poetry is to give "an appreciation
and a joyous delight in the individual poem; a comprehension of its
meaning; a feeling for its emotional tone; and enjoyment of the
beauty of its diction, style, and form. Teachers ^Nho have experi-
mented with choral speaking in connection with the teaching of
English testify to its effectiveness* An English instructor in the
John Burroughs School, St. Louis, Missouri, writes:
Perhaps the most heart-warming result of the work with this
'
group was their heightened love for poetry. At their own re-
quest, part of each practice period was devoted to reading
aloud poems which they brought in or asked for, and neither
the lunch-bell nor the entrance of another class would break
their rapt attention. ... To make speech chorus work of
most value in regular English courses, the essence of the
problem is to choose poems which will appeal to the class,
and, at the same time, by their increasing literary quality
bring the students to more and more subtle appreciation of all
the various types of poeti*y and rhythmic prose.”®
In an article in the Christian Science Monitor of August 14, 1934,
Karla V. Parker asserts that choral speech work fostered a love of
poetry among their students, also. She says that the librarian of
their school has never in her experience known such a demand for
9
books and poems. Another teacher says that "one of the English
teacher’s main objectives is to bring genuine enjoyment of good
literature to his students,” and she can "think of no surer nor more
Fairchild, Arthur H. R., The Teaching of Poetry in the High
School, pp. 82-83.
® Mares, Delia Smith, Practical Methods in Choral Speaking, Liar-
guerite E. De Vifitt and otheh'S
,
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interesting a way than by this fascinating kind of choral speaking.”^®
Miss Gullan and Mr. Gurrey have inquired the results of the work
from teachers of both Infant and Junior schools who have been
using choral speaking in their classes*
These teachers have put it on record that the results of choral
speaking are particularly satisfactory, not only because by this
means diction and tone receive such good training, but because
the enjoyment the children have in giving expression in chorus
to fine rhythms and rhymes and vivid images gives them a desire
to learn more and more poetry on their own account.
Naturally, where the work is nwely the old-fashioned concert recita-
tion and used as a means of memorizing, these good results do not
follow. These delightful results come as the result of speaking the
poetry not only aloud but as a group, after the message and mood
have been assimilated. "It is this exercising of the best powers
of the mind and the imagination by means of the poet’s words that
is the end and aim of all verse speaking," and, it might be added,
of all effective teaching of poetry. Since a literature course
which includes choral speaking brings a realization of the "direct
relationship and interdependence of the written and spoken word,
it seems not at all unreasonable to hope that choral speaking . . •
will be installed in the department of English literature, where
it will be of equal value to instructors and students.
Burdsall, op. cit., p. 188.
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Poetry Speaking for Children Part II
, pp. 139-40.
^2 Gullan, Marjorie, The Speech Choir
, p. 258.
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Although the chief end in teaching poetry is to foster a liking
for it and an appreciation of it, there are times when some knowledge
of the techniques of verse is necessary for appreciation. This
technical material receives the greater amount of emphasis by some
teachers and it is this mechanical view of poetry which makes it
distasteful in mai^ instances. In connection with choral speech
work, the students become aware of such things as rhythm, rhyme,
stanza patterns, and the poet’s use of words which help him to
create the mood or tell the story. They learn that "the colors on
the poet’s palette are words, and that a study of the poet’s
artistry in choice of words is the beginning of literary appreciation.
They learn that verbs and adjectives are the most important words
in poetic diction and that nouns are given poetic values because of
the verbs and adjectives with which they are associated. ’’The
analysis of poetic artistry is part of their growth, their aware-
ness, and their delight. Form is less obvious in oral presenta-
tion than when written, but the speaking choir ’’must be able to
communicate to its listeners the various poetic forms.” In order
to be able to do this, it "must have a very sharp mental image of
Supra
, pp. 59, 64-65.
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the form, and must make it felt quite definitely by means of length
of pause, length of terminal sounds, and accentuation of rhythm.”^®
"Studies in the recognition of rhythm, rhyme, and stanza pattern
will form the basis of all our later choral work,” writes Miss GoiHan.^*^
Teaching the forms of poetry includes rhythm of various kinds, the
effect of variety in rhythm, the value of pauses, the nature of
21
rhyme, alliteration, assonance, onomatopoeia, and stanza forms.
There is not one of these which cannot be included incidentally and
with more lasting effect in connection with the oral, group presen-
tation of poetry. In addition to becoming aware of the techniques
of verse, students will learn to get the meaning and mood of the poet
so that they may speak his verse well, for no oral expression is
attempted until the speakers have penetrated into the workings of
the poet's mind. This process of coming into an understanding of
what the poem says will lead naturally and logically to an interest
in the author, his background, and his personality.
Choral speaking is an aid toward the ultimate objective of all
education,—the general aims of an enriched social and cultural life
not only in school but throughout life. Discussion of poems in
school leads the students to ask permission to speak certain poems
which they have heard or read themselves, and nearly always they come
to desire to carry on the work at home, thus making poetry not
only a leisure pursuit of the students but also bringing poetry into
the home where other members of the family will be interested.
Loo, oit.
Choral Speaking, p. 43.
21 Stratton, op. cit., pp. 80-102.
Gullan, op. oit., p. 9,
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Since a verse choir is a cooperative activity it gives training in
social relationships, working for the best of the group, and
responding to direction of the leader. The students learn to under-
stand and enjoy poetry for themselves and to share this enjoyment
with others. "Though they may never actually speak poetry after they
leave the choral class, the artistic experience in which they have
shared will never be forgotten. They will retain throughout life
the feeling of acquaintanceship with poetry and its makers. It is
probable, especially with students in the high schools or colleges,
that those who have learned to love poetry through speaking it will
be instrumental in organizing verse-speaking choirs in their clubs
and churches, after they have finished school. The use of choral
speaking by adults in connection with summer camps, clubs, and as an
aid in social adjustment is becoming widespread, especially in
24America.
Choral speaking does not pretend to replace the dramatic
activities found in most schools. It is used with the drama, but
it is definitely not acting. An effective use is in connection with
the voice training necessary as a preliminary to dramatics. It has
an advantage over the drsona as an educational activity since it does
25
not emphasize any one individual; the whole group benefits from
choral work and there is a democratic spirit in it often lacking
in dramatic activities.
23 Gullan, op. cit.
,
p. 2.
24 de Banke, op. cit., pp. 23-24.
25 Horn, John Louis, "The Speech Chorus." The English Journal,
H. S. and Col, edition. XIX (June. 1930), p. 48QT^ '
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The use of choral speaking in the teaching of poetry helps to
break down the students’ dislike for it,—a dislike resulting from
a too intellectual analysis of it without a realization of its
meaning and beauty, and the distaste for "memory gems."^® It has
already been stated that poetry should not be a "peg” upon which to
27
hang all kinds of extraneous "work." In many cases, an insight
into the poet’s message and how he has achieved his effects will
lead naturally to a study of the man and his relation to the period
of literature to -vdiich he belongs. Instead of becoming "work"
assigned by the teacher, such study comes as the natural result of
aroused interest and curiosity. Although memorizing poetry is
usually a distasteful task to students, it may be made an almost
unconscious process when done in connection with a choir. Poetry
"appeals to the imagination and the emotions; ... to the heart
rather than to the head. To learn ’by heart’ might be called learn-
ing tlirough the imagination and emotion, rather than through the
intellect or ’by rote.’"^ Choral speaking provides a way of
memorizing "by heart." Traditional educational methods have been
criticized because they are too much concerned with intellectual
analysis. "We neglect to strengthen habits of concrete appreciation
of the individual facts in their full interplay of emergent values^
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aspect of the interplay of diverse values;” education, to be
effective, should try to "satisfy the itch of youth to be doing
something. Choral speaking does this by giving the students a
chance to feel and live the verse they are speaking; their "appre-
ciation of poetic forms and ideas is aroused, and their imaginations
are stimulated. Not only is rrue for the members of the choir, but
those who make up the audiences at public demonstrations or programs
enjoy hearing poetry read in this vital manner, tiany people are
getting a new vision of the possibilities of poetry through hearing
it spoken chorally. Large audiences are attending programs of spoken
verse both in Europe and the United States. One high school teacher
who trained a group of five boys and seven girls—who were absolutely
without previous training—tells of her experience when they
presented a program of poems in the high school assembly;
After the first line, I forgot to be tense, and began to be
thrilled along with the rest of the audience, for high-school
people did enjoy that poetry. It was an outstanding feature of
the programs for the year. ... In this case poetry had become
an experience^^o a small group and somewhat a revelation to a
whole school.
The pleasure of sharing this poetry experience with an audience,
though not the primary purpose of the work, is an effective way to
break down the feelings of dislike for poetry; social approval,
more than any other thing, will help students realize that poetry
is a vital, pulsating thing closely akin to life and not just a lot of
sentimental obscurity.
Chapin, Elsa, and Russell Thomas, A New Approach to Poetry, p. vii
quoting <i/hitehead. Science and the Modern Worltr, ~pp';~2M-g5'. ^
Loar
,
Grace, Practical Methods in Choral Speaking, Marguerite E.
De i/ifitt and others, p. iiUi.
Ibid., pp. 200-01.
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XIII. CONCLUSION
The foregoing chapters have endeavored to give a clear concep-
tion of the values, objectives, and methods of choral speaking, with
suggestions as to choice of material and procedure. Mention has
been made of the prevalent dislike for poetry among students and
reasons for this dislike have been suggested. Choral speaking, if
properly conducted, helps to do away with this dislike and at the
same time is a teaching aid which can be easily adapted to almost
any tvpe of literature class where the emphasis is on poetry. Good
results will follow only if the work is based on good speech habits
and a desire to enter more fully into the message of the poet. VJhere
it is done merely for display and entertainment purposes, little
good will result and probably a great deal of harm.
We would hesitate to recommend that every Lnglish teacher or-
ganize her class into a speech choir. Her ovm qualifications and
the circumstances must determine whether she can use this method to
advantage. Neither would we advocate the group speaking of every
poem studied in class. If it is done at all, selection of material
must be done with care. Under the title, "Is Choric Reading a Pad?",
the English Journal of Ivlarch, 1936, commented editorially: "We con-
clude that choric reading is sound if vrell done, and meretricious
only if mishandled, iiVhat are the dangers in the latter direction?
Overuse, probably more than anything else."^
^ XXV (Liarch, 1936), pp, 242-43.
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However, every English teacher should be able to read poetry
aloud so that its music and meaning may be reavealed to the students.
Furthermore, choral speaking has much to offer in the way of increased
enjoyment and appreciation because it gives an opportunity for parti-
cipation by the whole group. The careful study of a new poem, the
group discussion as to its mood and m.eaning, the cooperative effoirt
to express the poet's meaning in an artistic way, all these activities
enter into the procedure of the verse choir or the efficient poetry
class. They can be used effectively and economically for both simul-
taneously.
Poetry has lost much through its "exile in a land of paper and
print; " who knows but choral verse speaking is the Moses who "will
lead it back to its old glories of the living voice and the hearing
p
of the ear?"'^ If it can enrich and revivify the poetical heritage
of the student, its modern revival will not have been in vain.
2 Gummere, Francis B., The Beginnings of Poetry, p. 457
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Choral speaking is the artistic interpretation by a group of
the poet’s meaning and mood as revealed to them by a careful study
of the poem. This oral presentation is based on proper speech
habits and has nothing in common with so-called "elocution.” It
takes the form of refrain, antiphonal, line-a-person, or unison
speaking depending entirely upon the method which gives the best
expression of the poet’s message. It is definitely not a revival
of the old-fashioned concert recitation which was merely a parrot-
like repetition without any thought as to artistic interpretation.
A verse choir is a cooperative activity with the members contribut-
ing suggestions as to meaning and method.
At its best, this work is not done as a stunt or for exhibition
purposes but with worth-while objectives in view. These values are
three-fold, --social, artistic, and educational. The educational
values are of two kind—training for better speech and for poetry
appreciation. The latter is the chief concern of this thesis.
Poetry was kept alive by oral transmission from poet to hearer
long before the days of printing. Even the printed poem conveys some
idea of the sound of the words as well as their meaning, but for most
people this auditory impression from the silent reading of a poem
is meager and inadequate. Thus they lose the emotional appeal in-
herent in the sound of the words. Music and poetry are the two arts
of sound and have much in common j therefore, the group speaking of
poetry does no v/d^ence to the nature and origin of poetry itself.

The human voice is a complex musical instrument of the wood-wind
type. It is capable of producing a large variety of tone-colors
(something v/hich no other musical instrximent can do) simply by
changing the shape of the mouth and throat in speaking the vowels
and consonants which make up words. A comparison of the singing
voice and the speaking voice shows the latter to have a range about
three times that of the former. Proficiency in the use of this
wonderful instrument of the speaking voice comes with training and
practice.
The use of the speaking voice for giving power to poetry is not
a modern discovery; neither is the idea of group speaking. In its
beginnings, poetry was not only oral but communal. There are many
interesting survivals among primitive people today of early choral
rituals. The Gregorian Chant is a link in the chain connecting
primitive forms of communal expression with the modern revival of
choral speaking. Other links in the same chain are the chorus of
the early Greek drama and the medieval ballads with their refrains
spoken by the whole group.
The first modern performance of poetry speaking by a group took
place in Scotland in 1922. Miss Marjorie Gullan directed the group
and is still an authority on verse-speaking. The idea was immediately
hailed with enthusiasm and the movement, fostered by John Masefield
ari Gordon Bottomley among others, spread to other parts of Great
Britain and Europe. Strangely enough, the United States was slow in
starting experimentation but since 1933 the interest in schools and
colleges has been wide-spread.
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No previous speech training or poetry experience is necessary
for the members of a choir since the choir training includes both.
The work, of course, will progress more rapidljr if the group are
familiar with one or the other or both. The niimber of voices in a
choir is a matter for the director to decide; fifteen to about
twenty-five is generally considered the most advantageous. If both
men and women are in the group, the women’s voices should exceed the
men’s since they are lighter. The director needs to have a keen
ear for poetic sound patterns, a thorough knowledge of speech
fundamentals, a background of literary history, and a deep and
abiding love for poetry. Never should the director become a model
to be copied by every member; his function is to lead and suggest,
not dictate. It is well for the director to have several poems
of the same type and let the group decide which they prefer. The
initial presentation of the poems should be an oral one. A study
of various kinds of poems and practice in saying them will gradually
result in an imaginative appreciation and a sympathetic rendering
of the poet’s message which will be a revelation to speakers and
hearers alike.
IVIaterial for group speaking should be considered in the light
of the following criteria: (a) It should have a communal and general
point of view rather than a personal; (b) It must be appropriate;
(c) It should appeal to the group; (c) Long poems usually need to
be cut; (d) It must gain by being voiced. The whole field of poetry
is open to a verse choir. Ballads, both traditional and modern, are
an excellent choice; lyrics may be used if care is taken in their
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selection; dramatic choruses are a natural choice; Biblical poetry
has a great deal to offer; nonsense and nursery rhymes have a real
value; contemporary poeti^ offers wide possibilities; American
Indian and negro verse have a traditional basis and may be used;
poetic prose will interest advanced choirs*
Choral speaking has been used by teachers of English in an
endeavor to make poetry come alive for their students with heart-
warming results. The wide-spread dislike of poetry by students is
largely because it is taught too objectively, and with too much
emphasis on the technicalities of poetry and too little actual
contact with it. Another element which enters into their aversion
is the practice of assigning "memory gems.” A teacher who can
herself read poetry so that its meaning and' beauty are made clear
can do a great deal toward overcoming her students’ distaste for it.
It is even better if she can help them to read it aloud for them-
selves, Choral speaking in the classroom goes a step further by
letting them experience the poetry together
,
giving an opportunity
for speaking it without self-consciousness as one of a group, and
making memorization an automatic process instead of a set task. The
contact with poetry itself will arouse an interest in and a motivation
for further study about the author, literary backgroxmd, and such
technicalities as make the poem of more interest and meaning.
Choral speaking in the poetry class can be made a vital and
lasting power for good,—and without much difficulty, A good
teacher of poetry can learn to lead out in speech choir work, for
the qualifications of a good teacher and a director are similar. Any
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class can be made into a choir or choirs for the speaking of poetry
since no previous training is necessary. The objectives for the
study of poetry in the school are exactly those toward which choral
speaking is directed and the best methods of the former correlate
with the methods of the latter, hence a combining of the two means
little extra time and effort but produces better results. The
greatest appeal choral speaking can make to the teacher is that it
helps to break down the student’s aversion for poetry by making
learning an active rather than a passive process, by making
technicalities incidental, by giving even the hearers a new in-
sight into the beauties of poetry, and by making his poetic experience
something he can share with others.
There is a possibility that choral speaking may come into dis-
repute through misuse by those who do not understand its purposes
and values. Not every English teacher can use it in every class.
The instructor must be sure that he understands its possibilities
and must then use discrimination in its application. When used
skillfully, it will result in lasting benefit to the choir members
said the people who hear them.
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